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ABSTRACT 
When an optically rough surface is illuminated by laser, a grainy 
pattern is produced at a distance away from the surface, which is known 
as laser speckle pattern. This pattern is random in intensity with its 
grains separated by an average amount controlled by the intermediate 
optical system or the diameter of the illuminated area of the surf ace in 
absence of an optical system. It has been shown that the grain spacing 
of such pattern may be correlated to yield a singly-peaked power spect-
ral density of an intensity ensemble which is found by spatial ensemble 
averages. 
This correlation holds only if the sampling is done in a plane 
ref erred to as the constant contrast plane. On an average basis such a 
characteristic peak persists with an in-plane rigid-body motion of the 
test object and within a uniformly rough area of the surface. The 
behavior of such peak with an induced in-plane strain is shown to be 
non-linear and of second order for the test range, when frequency values 
of such peak is plotted versus strain. Further, the slope of such curve 
changes sign when a strain of opposite sign is sensed. Finally, the 
: best responses were obtained when no intermediate optical system was 
employed in the observation field. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
When a coherent wave of light is reflected from an optically rough 
surface, a gra iny pattern i s observed at a distance from the surface. 
This phenomenon is caused by interference of reflected scatter waves on 
the observation plane . The granularl) structured pattern is known as 
speckle pattern as shown i n Figu r e 1, which is random in intensity (both 
phase and amplitude). The grainy nature of this pattern can best be 
explained if the fonnation mechanism i s viewed as coherent superposition 
of the reflected waves on t he ob s ervation plane taken in pairs. When 
they are in phase a light and when out of phase a dark spot is observed. 
Speckles have recently found many applications in metrology 
measurement systems, such areas as strain [l-11], vibrations fl2], 
and surface roughne s s [13 , 14] measurements. 
Surface roughness which is the princi pal cause of coherent speckling 
phenomenon, causes the s peckles to act as a grid naturally imprinted on 
the object surface I l, 13]. This fact, along with presence of real 
i n tensi t y amplitud es, can be used to extract useful information about 
· the spatia l s t a t e of the surface under coherent illumination. 
Most speckl e metrological techniques utilize either optical or 
numerical cor rela t ion of "before" and "after" speckle intensity 
2 
Figure 1. Photograph of a Speckle pattern 
3 
ensembles emanate from an object under spatial variation. The 
resulting fringes or correlation functions are then related to 
desired measurement parameters via the geometrical and phenomenologi-
cal variables of the speckle producing arrangement. To obtain useful 
intensity data from a given pattern, two major factors need to be 
considered. First, effect of surface roughness on the speckle image 
contrast and second, minimum speckle grain size. 
Many investigators have studied the effects of surface roughness 
on the contrast of speckle pat terns [l, 14 ]. Assakura et al., [14] have 
studied the statistical properties of speckle pattern intensity varia-
tions produced by subjective and objective arrangements, Figure 2, 
with relation to the surface roughness of objects, as well as the 
coherence condition of the illumination and the point spread function 
or propagation function of the imaging medium. 
It can be shown that the intensity variations of the speckle 
pattern at an image plane (r' in Figure 2) are proportional to the 
phase variations of the reflected light. This in turn is proportional 
to the roughness of the illuminated spot on the object plane. 
As the phase variation over the area increases the intensity 
variations increase, thus yielding an increase in speckle contrast. 
On the other hand, as the phase variations decrease (i.e., the rough 
surface of the object becomes smooth) the contrast of the speckle 
image decreases, finally approaching zero (i.e., the intensity becomes 
uniform) [14]. Figure 3 corresponds to photomultiplier scan of two 
speckle patterns, produced at the image field of two ground glasses 
4 
Laser 
- ----- -
z 
(a ) 
r ' 
r 
(object plane) (image or observation plane) 
A 
(b) 
Figure 2. Arrangements for producing, 
(a) objective (speckle photography),and 
(b) subjective (free-space) speckle patterns 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3. Speckle intensity variations for 
ground glass with surface roughness 
of (a) 1.3 and (b) .2 microns [14]. 
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having s urface roughness of 1 . 3 and . 2 mi crons respectively Il4J. 
One can see that a drop in rms surf ace roughness causes the back-
ground intensity to increase and the cont rast to diminish. Since 
laser light is highly coherent , t here is no need to consider the 
effects of coherence on the contras t of the pattern. 
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One of the most critical variables in the study under way, is 
the speckle spacing, denoted herein by Ds . How closely are the 
speckles likely to be from one another ? One can use the minimum 
resolution limit of the viewing aperture as the smallest resolvable 
spacing [13, 15] and write, 
Ds = J.../a (1.1) 
Where A is the wave length of light, and a is the viewing angle. 
Further extending equation 1.1 to the f irst maxima of the aperture 
equation 1.1 can be rewritten as 
Ds 1. 22 )../o. (1. 2) 
The above relation is valid only f or optical arrangements which either 
fonn the subjective speckles, Figure 2 .b or only for objective arrange-
ments which have their ob ject pl ane at the optical infinity of their 
lens. 
The situation change s if magnif i cation of the object pattern is 
desired as a near 1:1 object image conjugate is most recommended 
f or a deformation sens it ive set up [4] . Using thin lens formulas one 
can i ncorpor a te F-number (ratio of the focal length to the diameter 
of the lens) and magnification (l ength ratio of the image to the 
object) as the main variables in the Ds relation. Then equation 
1 . 2 can be expressed a s 
D 
s 
1. 22 ~ F (1 + M) 
7 
(1.3) 
where F is the F-number and M the magnification of the imaging system. 
Figure 4 is a plot of Ds vs. F-number for varying magnifications. 
The speckle spacing found by e quat i ons 1.3 and 1.2 can only be 
regarded as the average lower bound on such spacing. Since the original 
assumption is on the minimum resolution limit of the viewing aperture. 
This value can be used to estimate t he spatial sample rate. The actual 
range of spacing within the speckle pattern is contained in a 
diffraction envelope, and is derived in Chapter III. 
Contrast and speckle size are shown to depend only on such physical 
parameters as, r.m.s. surface r oughness , wave length of the laser light, 
observation distance and size of the exit aperture. If for a given 
set up all above factors are held constant , the formulas suggest a 
uniform speckle spacing range and cont rast throughout the pattern. Now, 
if a photomultiplier scan of the pattern is obtained, auto correlated 
and Fourier transformed , the r esulting spatial power spectral density 
indicates a particular frequency which shows a higher amplitude than the 
rest of the component s (i .e. a peak). 
When the object i s s t ra i ned the pattern moves with the displaced 
s urface . This movement i s uni form within a small region of uniform 
displacement of t he object surf ace. If the scanned length is much 

9 
larger than the region of uniform displacement then a net displacement 
gradient is evident by a shift in the peak of the spectral density 
from its original position. This shift can then be calibrated to 
yield appropriate directional strain values. 
The scope of this work is to investigate the following three 
hypotheses; 
1. The presence of a characteristic peak on the 
spatial spectral density of the intensity/space 
ensemble related to the speckle spacing. 
2. That such characteristic peak is independent 
of any in-plane rigid body motion, and persis-
tent within a uniformly rough area of the 
surface. 
3. The shift of such peak is proportional to the 
induced strain. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE RE\IE~ 
The hypotheses under study brings about the need to probe into 
the following two subjects: First, existing laser speckle techniques 
for strain measurements, and second, spatial power spectrum of laser 
speckle patterns. A discussion of common points of laser speckle strain 
measurement techniques shall be followed by description of selecte\; 
methods. The advantages and shortcoming of each technique shall be 
discussed, along side in parallel with the study under way, followed 
by a discussion on findings of various authors about the spatial spec-
tral densit of laser speckle pattern . 
Laser speckle strain measurement techniques may fall under two 
categories, laser speckle photography and speckle interferometry. 
Although as Stetson [16] has pointed out, there is basically no 
difference between the two, both involve making a photograph or a re-
cording of the speckle pattern at the image plane of an object under 
coherent illumination. 
In speckle photography as shown in Figure 2, the principal speckle 
producing mechanism is the rough surface of the object, which 
causes interference between the reflecting light and the exit aperture 
of the intermediate imaging system [16]. Speckle interferometry 
utilizes an auxiliary ray of light (using a mirror), or another 
10 
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speckle pattern (using another rough surface) to interfer with and 
result in the final image speckle pattern [12]. An extension to the 
latter is shearing speckle interferometry, where by use of special 
imaging techniques [l, 12] the incoming image is divided, say into 
two segments [12] and thus upon imaging, a new speckle pattern is pro-
duced which is created by interference of the two sheared images. 
This extension will be shown to be particularly attractive to strain 
measurements, since it directly yields components of displacement-
derivatives, while the first two only yield in the displacement com-
ponents, of the surface under study. 
Speckle methods which shall be discussed here use either optical 
(1-2,4-ll]or numerical [3] correlation of speckle intensity ensembles 
eminating from undeformed and deformed object surfaces illuminated 
with laser and gathered at an observation plane. 
Then through special processing of image or obtained numerical 
data (i.e. coherent optical processing, cross correlation etc.) fringes 
or correlation functions can be obtained, which in turn are geometri-
cally and/or numerically processed to yield the state of strain in 
the object under coherent illumination. 
Before attempting to discuss the correlation methods, it is worth 
mentioning that . care must be taken to only shift the pattern of the 
speckles as a result of displacements induced by strain. The follow-
ing paragraph by Stetson [16] can aid one in chasing an appropriately 
~ensitive speckle producing arrangement. 
The motion of speckle patterns with motions of an 
object has been discussed extensively by Tiziani 
ll6J and by Archbold and Ennos [8]. From this 
discussion one may conclude that speckles in the 
image of an object either shift their location as 
the object moves, or change their patterns, or both. 
Changes in the pattern of speckles will result in 
loss of correlation in subsequent photographs of the 
object surface. These changes in the speckle pattern 
can occur in a number of ways, as categorized by Arch-
bold and Ennos [8]. If the object moves toward the 
lens by more than the depth of focus of the imaging 
s ystem, a different plane in the image field will be 
recorded in which the speckle pattern will be randomly 
different than the first one. If the object rotates 
about an axis in its own plane, the field in front 
of the camera lens will translate in a direction, and 
by a magnitude, that is related to the rotation of 
the object, and to the angle of illumination and obser-
vation relative to the surface of the object. If the 
field translation is sufficient to cause a different 
portion of the scatter field to pass through the lens 
aperture, then speckles in the image will be different. 
If the field penetrates into the object sufficiently, 
or if multiple reflections occur on the object surface, 
the field scattered by the object may be highly 
sensitive to changes in the angle of illumination. 
Thus, rotation of the object relative to the illum-
ination will affect the speckles formed by the imaging 
lens. If none of these factors operate, then the 
speckles in the image will retain their pattern with 
motions of the object; furthermore, if the object is 
in focus, they will retain their position on the 
object itself. If the object is not in focus, trans-
lation of speckles relative to the object surface may 
12 
be expected if the surface of the object rotates. 
Finally, any motion of the object that tends to increase 
or decrease the optical path length between the illumina-
tion and the point of observation will change the 
optical phase of the pattern. This, of course, will 
not be observable unless a second field is present 
with which the first interferes. 
13 
Now we can proceed with our di s cussion on correlation. A 
case of optical correlation shall be di scussed here, while its 
numerical counterpart I3J will be men tioned in the text of two-beam 
method. 
One of the most practical optica l correlation methods, as 
its evident by its wide use [1- 2, 4-11 ], is the double-exposure 
method. In this case a high r esolution photographic film is 
exposed to the speckle pattern at t he image field, while a defor-
mation is induced upon the object. The result is a recording of 
two speckle patterns superimposed on top of each other, while one 
is translated, by an amount (related to t he i nduced strain) with 
respect to the other . By microscopic exami nation of this record-
ing the separation of each speckle pair can be measured [12]. 
Alternatively, by a simple coherent optica l processing of the 
developed film, the displacement can be d i s played in the form of 
a set of cosinosoidal fringe pattern, similar to what is known as 
Young's fringes. 
Depending on the nature of the r ecord ing technique used, and 
the kind of information which needs to be ex tracted from such 
14 
photographs, there exists, a vareity of optical processing 
arrangements [l, 12, 16]. For the purpose of this review we shall 
consider only two of these techniques. Consider the arrangement 
shown in Figure 5, the doubly exposed transparency is placed on the 
path of a thin He-Ne laser beam. The beam gets diverted by the 
transparency, and is projected onto a recording medium or screen. 
The speckle pattern on the transparency will diffract the beam into 
a diverging cone of angular extent a as depicted by equation 2.1. 
a l/F (2.1) 
Where F is the f-number of the recording lens. The small illuminated 
region contains pairs of identical speckles displaced by a distance 
Ds, the light in the resulting pair of diffraction cones will inter-
fere to form a diffraction pattern modulated by cosinosoidal fringes 
[ 12] . The fringes are normal to the direction of the 
in-plane displacements of object surface. 
An alternate method of analyzing doubl~-exposed speckle photo-
graphs was first proposed by Tiziani [12]. This method, results in 
contours of constant vector displacements [8, 9, 12, lZ]. 
Or in the case of a doubly-exposed transparency which was obtained 
by speckle shearing methods, contours of constant vector displacement 
derivatives [17]. Such an image is produced by simple spatial 
filtering system shown in Figure 6. The entire transparency is 
~lluminated by a converging spherical wave of laser light. A small 
circular aperture is placed in the back focal plane of the first lens, 
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16 
with a focal l ength of ft . Suppos e t hat the aperture is placed at a 
location Ya above the optical axis , as jn Figure 6. This aperture 
is located where a bright f r inge would be if a thin laser beam had 
illuminated an object point which trans l ated by an integer multiple 
of 
L = J. (2. 2) 
Where M is the optical magnific a t i on of the lens which formed 
the speckle photograph. The aper t ur e would be located in a dark 
fringe associated with an object point which translated by (N+l/2)1, 
where N is an integer. Hence, when t he entire film is illuminated 
in the system of Figure 6, the i mage would be formed with light from 
only points whose y component of di s placement are integer multiples 
of ).f t / M'ia The image i s covered with bright fringes which 
are contours of constant displ a cement s in the case of speckle photo-
graphy . 
So far some common grounds have been established for laser 
speckle methods which mea sure s train. The resulting fringes are 
direct indication of in- plane displacement derivatives, only if, 
appropriate technique and f iltering procedure is used. To make this 
more clear, let us examine a few examples. 
Single-beam s peckl e photography involves illumination of the 
obj e c t surface by a single diverging beam of coherent light, from any 
dire c t i on. The reflect i ng scatter is collected by a camera on a film 
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plate, Figure 2 . a. The r esulting speckles on the image plane can be 
viewed as interference of the reflect ing scatter with the aperture 
of the imaging medium [18, 19] . This method which was first proposed 
by Duffy [9] yields contours of constant local in-plane displacement 
components; if once the doubly-expos ed photograph of strained surface 
is obtained, the processingis done only through one of the filtering 
methods mentioned above [l, 18, 19] . The separation of the strain 
tensores, involves obtaining the direct ional constant in-plane 
displacement fringes and employing a simp le matrix operation [19]. 
By simple modification of the imaging s ystem, this optical 
arrangement can be used to produce s peckle shearing interferometry. 
After obtaining a doubly-exposed photogr aph (or in this case shearo-
gram) of strained surface, and filtering i t via the methods of Figures 
5 or 6, the resulting fringes are direct i ndicators of in-plane 
displacement derivatives [l]. The optica l modification has been done 
in two ways, by shearing camera [10] or mi s f ocusing [11, 14]. Speckle 
shearing camera, was proposed and used by Hung et al. [10], it uses 
a camera lense with divided refractive i ndecies which can be made by 
a glass wedge covering half the l ens , Figure 7 . The incoming rays 
are thus divided into two segments which are sheared with respect to 
each other. This causes interference between the two segments which 
yield in speckles on the image plane. With varying illumination 
angle and obtaining a double exposur e shearogram , for each case, and 
noting the fringe order af ter f i l t ering, the x and z components of 
the displacement derivatives can be separated, 
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Speckle shearing by intentional misf ocus, was first proposed 
by Chiang et. al. flO] and later pur sued by others 112]. This 
method involves intentional misfocus ing of the imaging lens, Figure 
8 . 
This action in effect causes t he image at the image plane to 
shear with respect to the one a t the film plane and cause shearing 
interference. This in turn yields dir ect ional strain values upon 
filtering by any of the methods mentioned . 
Sensitivity of measurements can be varied in the filtering 
process. The single beam arrangement s suffer from the inability 
of the produced fringes to distinguish between a rigid body trans-
lation of the object or a motion caused by in-pl ane induced 
deformation. 
A method which seems to s how s ome promise of tolerance to 
rigid body motion is of interferomet r i c category . The double beam 
method was first proposed by Leendert z [5 ] and later investigated 
by others [3, 6, 7 ] . This method utilizes the interference of two 
equally inclined beams of laser l ight, Figure 9, to cause coherent 
addition (interference) among the two beams and the resulting 
speckle pattern is then imaged on to a film plane. 
Once the film has gone th r ough the same treatment as the 
· previous methods, the resulting fringe pattern yield components 
of in-plane displacements , whi ch can be treated to result in their 
r espective derivative s . 
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A brilliant application of the above method by Yamaguchi [3], 
offers one of the most practical applications of laser speckles. 
Instead of using a film in the double-beam arrangement, a linear 
sensor of high resolution (pixels of 15 X 15 microns) was used to con-
vert the intensity ensemble data of t he speckles (of a size at least 
double of that of the pixels) to an ana l og signal. This was then 
digitized, and stored while the object was strained, then the strained 
ensemble was digitized and stored in the same manner. These two 
signals were then cross-correlated to yiel d a point of high correla-
tion. This was then used as the base ca l ibration point, to be compared 
to the peak of other cross-correlation func tions obtained from cros-
sing a newly strained speckle ensemble with the first unstrained 
signal. This method offers better tol er ance to rigid body motion than 
the others, while it suffers from the lilllit a t ions of the two beam 
method, that is needed vibration isolation , and a relatively sensitive 
and complicated geometry. 
It is appropriate at this point to investigate the Wiener or 
power spectrum of speckle pattern, whi ch is an indication of average 
spacing of speckles in the pattern or , how the power is distributed 
with respect to spatial frequency. 
Many authors have studied t he s econd order statistics of speckle 
pattern. Goldfisher [18] has shown that the power spectral density is 
the convolution of the aper t ure function displaced by an amount propor-
tional to the spatial frequency of i nt erest. Stetson [16) has concluded 
from this Lhat the above yields only the envelope of the spatial 
24 
s pectrum and that the a ctual f ourier transform of the speckle intensity 
pattern yields another random pat tern as its spatial distribution. 
This account is only qualit a tive . Dainty Il8] gives some indication 
of verifying the theory suggested by Dainty , but not a complete 
a ccount. McKechnie [1 9] ha s failed to clear his ensemble from the 
effects of the initia l del t a fun ction. Thus the information related 
to speckle size gets buried i n t he D. C. component of the spectrum. 
As it shall be shown by r educing t he random speckle intensity ensemble 
to a zero mean random function t he roughness or alternatively sized 
range information can be detect ed in the spectral density function, 
Figure 10 . 
The above mentioned author's agreement on the spectral density of 
the speckle pattern reduces to a delta function at zero frequency, 
with the rest of the power distribut ed linearly down to a cutoff 
point no larger than invers of t he s peckle spacing. 
This result has discouraged any further research on the subject. 
However, the photograph of power s pect rum of a roughness function of 
speckles produced by gr ound glass [13 ] , along with the recent find-
ings, on the course of our research [20, 21] has shown some indication 
t owards relating the s pec tral density to the speckle spacing. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORY 
Consider the arrangement shown in Figure 2.b, for producing a 
subjective speckle pattern and also Figure 11 which indicates the 
coordinate system for producing speckles with such an arrangement 
(i.e., free-space geometry). The speckles produced by a coherent 
illuminat ion (of wavelength A) on an object at plane r and within an 
area of largest diameter D, are observed at a distance Z away. The 
0 
intensit of the light incident on the object is denoted by A(r) and 
the intensity B(r) of the scattered waves from the object at any point 
P(r) immediately adjacent to the object is given by [27] as 
B(r)=H(r)A(r) (3.1) 
Where H(r) is the surface height function of the rough surface, defined 
from its mean position. Note by this assumption H is virtually a zero 
mean function. 
To obtain a more detailed view of the intensity variations over 
the image plane, namely I(r'), let us refer to Figure 11 and choose R0 
as the distance of point P on the object to a point Q
0 
on the hemo-
sephirical wave EQ emenating from P, and Ras the distance of P to the 
0 
counter part of ~namely Q on the observation planer' as 
R c PQ and R = PQ 0 0 (3.2) 
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r 
Ro 
R 
g 
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Q(r' r') 
x' y 
r 
E 
Figure 11. Coordinate System for a Free-Space setup. 
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By assuming hemispherical wave of reflection one can write 
R2 = (r - r ') 2 + (r - r ') 2 + z2 
x x y y 0 
2 2 
r + r 
x y + 22 0 
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(3. 2) 
(3. 4) 
Subtracting Equation 3.4 from 3.3, separating the (R2 - R2), and noting 
0 
that 2R is much greater than R - R, then 
0 0 
R + R = 2R - (R - R) = 2R 
0 0 0 0 (3.5) 
From 3.5 the result of subtraction becomes 
r r' + r r' 
,2 ,2 
rx + r R 
- R x x y y y = 
0 R 2R (3.6) 
0 0 
From which phase difference K(QQ 0) is given by 
r r' + r r' r'2 + r ,2 
K(QQo) = K( x x y y) x :i ) R - K( 2R (3.7) 
0 0 
Note that only the first term of 3.7 involves coordinates of r and r 
x y 
of the P oc the object plane. Let us take 0Cr , r ) to be the phase 
x y 
over the EQ 0 wave, (rr') for first term and 9(r', r') to indicate the x y 
second term of 3.7 then the phase at point Q is denoted by 
Phase Q ~ ~(rr') + 0(r ,r) - 9(r', r') 
x y x y (3.8) 
If the rough surf ace facets at point P be denoted by i then the complex 
intensity at Q is given by 
IQ(r~, r;) ~ e-ie i ~B(rxi' ry1)expN(rr') + 
0 (r , r ) ) 
x y 
(3. 9) 
Where ~B(rxi' ryi) is the amplitude of the moduli of the B(rxi' ryi) 
term from Equation 3.1. The intensity over the plane r' can then be 
found by extending p over the entire plane r and denoting the 
29 
Sum of the squares of terms in 3.10, extracts the components which no 
longer are dependent on the phase angles of the individual scatter. 
Thus representing the mean intensity along a small region surrounding 
point Q [22,28] which results in 
I (r', r') = >:: 
x y i 
(3.11) 
Or alternatively along the vector r' on the observation plane, one can 
simplify Equation 3.11 b 
I(r) = I(r') + I(r') (3.12) 
First part of Equation 3.12 is representative of the terms which no 
longer are dependent on either coordinate of the planes. As noted above 
the) are merel the average background intensity or contrast factor of 
the speckle pattern. The second part which is dependent on the varia-
tions of phase caused by a surface at plane r is indeed the descriptor 
for the speckle causing mechanism. Since they are randomly related to 
the surface roughness, and the neighboring interfering points of the 
object. 
To reduce the complexity of this treatment without any loss of 
generality, let us use r and r' to be as directional vectors on their 
respective planes and also substitute 2n/A for Kin 3.7. Then for the 
variable part of intensity relation, 
Also defining 
Rearranging to get 
2TI 
w=-AR 
0 
(r. - r.) 
1 J 
r. = r.-_&_ w 
J 1 2 
Equation 3.13 can be rewritten as 
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(3.14) 
(3.15) 
I (r ') r J ( ) ( ~ ) ( i u.: r ' + ¢ . -r/; . ) i~ B ri B ri - 2" e 1 J 
(3. 16) 
As noted in Chapter I, the speckle spacing is proportional to the in-
verse of diameter of the exit aperture, and this is merely an estimate 
of the finest structure produced in the pattern. So the exit aperture 
only scales the speckles, while the speckle causing mechanisms, (coher-
ent addition), are producing an envelope of diffraction containing a 
wide range of sizes among speckles, with their lower size limit being, 
the Ds found b Equation 1.1 [23]. To find the distribution of size in 
the diffraction envelope the autocorrelation function of the variable 
part of the intensity expression needs to be found. This is defined 
as 
2 ('.i F(y)=I (y)+(I(r) I(r+y)) (3. 17) 
Since the average value of I(r') can be reduced to zero then, the auto-
correlation is defined by the averaging process on the right. This 
averaging may be done over one of two variables. First, along the 
direction r (y s: 6r), or, over the random variable of the intensity 
expres i 1 ( A ) By either method the auto-correlation s on name y w y c uw • 
expression comes out to be the same [23,24). If r be chosen as the 
averaging variable then Equation 3.16 becomes as [23]. 
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- A ~ 
R (y) = [I(r') I*(r' + y)]r , (3.19) 
Where * denotes the complex conjugate. Substituting 3.16 and its 
complex conjugate into 3.19 we get the autocorrelation function of the 
variable part of the intensity and considering the exponents which go 
to zero, namely all terms involving except when w = w
0
, and also terms 
involving ~ for · :=; o we get 
- J m~---, -i· y R (y) = II B(r.)B(r. - ~ )e 
i · l. l. 
(3. 20) 
If rou ghness of the surface is of small scale, the sums in Equation 3.20 
will then approach integrals and 3.20 can be rewritten as 
'Re ) = ~ E B I.Ro ~ \ .--------,, -iu; y r r-z:rr e drdw (3.21) 
r 
B separating the integrals, rearranging the phase term and noting that 
d 2. 
r = AR 
0 
d Equation 3.22 is obtained. 
R (y ) IC 
r 
w 
Defining the inverse Fourier transform as 
R (£) & \ fB;- -;211cr dr 
r 
dr + 
y ) !.Ro ) 
-27T i (AR (r+ T7T" w 
0 dw 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
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The first part of 3.22 is th e invers e Fourier transform of B(r) and 
second part forms the complex conjugate of it yielding in 
2 
R c y ) b 
_J__ 
A R 
0 
(3.24) 
This result is essentially found by Tiziani [23] and others [18, 21]. 
The two dimensional extension of 3.24 can be written as 
2 
R ( y , o ) = b y 0 I AR :\ R 0 0 (3.25) 
Finally , defining "b 11 using r elation 3. 23 yields 
b <tl-) \ b(r)e - 2 n ir dr 
0 
-eo 
(3.26) 
Total power in the region tw a round t he s pace frequency w is given by 
S( ) where S ( w) is the power s pectra l density of the pattern. 
S ( w ) is in turn equal to either Fourier transform of auto 
correlation function, Equation 3 . 22 using Wiener-Khinchin Theorem [25 ] , 
or mean square of s um of individua l terms of the intensity, Equation 
3.16 [23 ) . By either method the express i on for the power spectra is 
given b 
s ( w ) r B(r) B(r- R ; 7T 0 w) dr (3.27) 
-a> 
Above relation, however , does not include a delta function, which 
is primarily due to the mean pa r t of the intensity expression. Since 
Equation 3 . 27 is der i ved f rom the variable part of the intensity 
equation the delta fun ction does not appear in it. 
Equation 3.27 also shows that the spectral density of a speckle 
pattern is the self convolution of the aperture function ~hich passes 
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illumination which confirms the results found by Goldfisher l18J which 
were reported in Chapter II. Reducing the surface height function H to 
a zero mean stationary random process, it's spectral density may possess 
different forms. One of the fonns may be seen in [13] (similar to 
Figure 10). Upon smoothing the spectral density, a model depicted by 
Equation 3.28 with appropriate constants may be used to represent the 
spectral density of the surface height function. 
s2 ( w , ) -ia
2 ( w 2 + 
a2 - ( w 2 + (3.28) 
Where w and n are space frequencies in two directions. Or in a one 
dimensional form as 
-ia W 
a
2 
- w2 + 2iab 
Where "a" and "b" are constants. 2 Figure 12. a is a plot of S ( w ) 
(3.29) 
for varying values of constant "a" and 12.b depicts the location of 
the peak for varying values of "a". Further, assuming that the spatial 
spectrum of the reflected wave is uniformly distributed over the 
illuminated area one can conclude that the power spectrum of the speckle 
pattern is proportional to the spectral density of the rough surface 
thus relating this model to the power spectrum of the speckle pattern. 
Using the random to deterministic theory [31] which relates a random 
signal with spectral density S (W ) to an equivalent deterministic 
signal with a Fourier transform F ( w ) as 
s ( w) r; IF( w ) I 2 (3.30) s: 
Where r; is a constant with a dilDension of inverse space, the equivalent 
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surface height function may be found by 
CX) 
h ( r ) = 1 ( ( S ( ) ) !.2 e i wr d w 
2r. u ) 
-oo 
(3.31) 
Substituting our model 3.29 into 3.31 one gets 
h (r) 
2 -i r 
-ia w dw 
2 2 e 
a - w +iab :.D 
(3.32) 
-cc 
Which results in 
(3.33) 
Where "c" and " i " are constants mainly proportional to constant "a" 
while b is much less than £. As plot of the model in Figure 12 indi-
cates, constant ''a'' dictates the location of the peak, and thus "a" can 
be chosen such that the peak be fitted to the peak of the spatial spec-
trum of a pattern. Constant 9. can be related to a characteristic length 
of the surface height function which can be used as a gauge length. 
R. however needs to be related to the characteristic length via the 
factors involved in actual realization of such solution as (3.33),namely 
Imaging; sampling; digitizing and Fourier transforming of the speckle 
intensity ensemble. Above factors shall be more appropriately con-
sidered in the next chapter. 
Assuming that straining of the surface will cause a shift in the 
characteristic peak of the spatial spectral density, or alternatively 
an elongation of £ indicated by ~~E in Equation 3.33, causes one, a drop 
in the location of the peak frequency due to the displacement gradient 
within the sampling length, or drop of the frequency in the sinusoidal 
2G r 
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Figure 12 • 
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a=3 
b-= • 01 
rv 
Relative Frequency 
N • 
Peak Frequency location (relative) 
(a) Plot of the spatial spectral density model for 
various a. 
(b) R elative peak location for varying constant a. 
term of Equation 3.33, and two, due to the space-scaling (a property of 
Fourier transform) which occurs by stretching of the intensity ensemble 
the magnitude of the spectral density will drop as well [27). If the 
new location is related back to constant a, now a' by 
And noting 
Using the 
Strain can 
a = 
1 
def in it ion of 
e: = 
2 TT 
T 
a 
a' 
and a'= 
.e. - .e.' 
'l 
strain as 
t' - R. I 'l 
be defined by 
a 
1 E = - -a 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3. 37) 
So the problem reduces to finding one constant, a', for a loading con-
dition, and comparing it back to the unloaded constant, a, using 3.37, 
to obtain the strain state of the object. To find the corresponding 
constants one may choose to fit the proposed model to the obtained 
spectral density. One way of this is to guess a value for the two 
constants "a" and "b'', and improve on them by minimizing the loss of 
power (difference in the areas under the curves) which might result by 
use of such constants. 
If the characteristic peak is pronounced then an alternate method 
which eliminates model fitness calculation is also proposed. A plot 
of strain versus peak frequency is obtained over the range of strain 
and by assumption of linearity for the behavior of the peak, one can 
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fit a straight line to this r esul t and thus a base calibration curve 
is obtained for a particular model . This method has been employed 
for presentation of r esults and di s cuss i on. This alternate method 
is governed by 
(3.38) 
Where m is the s lope of the calibra t ion line, f and £1 the shifted 
and initial frequencies , £ and £ 1 strains at f and f 1 respectively. 
Equation 3 . 38 ma y be Yritten in a genera l form of a Chebyshev poly-
nominal as 
f i £ 
Where i is order of the polynominal t o be fitted to the frequency 
(3.39) 
versus strain curve, A. is the coeffic ient to be found and n is the 
J 
number of data points. Equation 3. 39 can be used in case of a 
non-linear behavior of the frequency versus strain curves. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL SETIJP 
In this chapter we shall mainly deal with the individual 
components and their respective adjustments, which form an arrange-
ment to investigate the proposed hypotheses. 
Two arrangements were used to produce size-wise controllable 
speckles. One, a free space setup, Figure 2.b and second, a speckle 
photography arrangement, Figure 2.a. Above arrangements use a single 
beam and offer easy size adjustments. 
The speckle size in the first set up is governed by equation 1.2. 
This suggests that, by keeping diameter of the illuminated region 
constant one can change the speckle size by merely changing the 
distance of the observation plane. This distance is, however, limited 
by saturation and underexposure limits of the recording medium. Since 
light intensity is inverslyproportional to the square of the distance. 
The free space geometry was arranged by directing a he-Ne laser beam 
of 1. 3 milimeters in diameter (wave-length of 0. 632 micrometers and 
10 mW of power) on a test surface and recording the resulting speckle 
· pattern at a distance away from it. 
The speckle photography arrangement was choosen to produce the 
desired speckle pattern on an image plane. The speckle size is now 
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controled by equation 1.3 and is limited to the extent of the f-number 
which can be set on the lens. Also, the suggested magnification 
14,19] is one for a deformation sensitive arrangement. A He-Ne laser 
with specifications as mentioned b~ore,was passed through a spatial 
filter assembly to expand the laser over the test surface. The 
reflection was gathered through a Calumet camera (210mm focal length). 
Note the size limit of speckles are now governed by equation 1.3. The 
angle between the spatial filter and the object surface was small and 
the angle between the center of the lens and that of the object 
surface, was kept as close to normal as possible. This reduced the 
nonuniformities in the contrast of the speckle pattern which are 
caused by uneven illumination of the object. 
A simple tension specimen with dimensions shown in Figure 13 was 
made of plexiglas (polymethl-methacrylate) with Young's modulus of 
3. 9-5 x 10 5 psi and poisson ration 1/3 (A. S. T .M. D74 7). The shape of 
this test specimen ensures uniform strain in the regions away from 
the ends. Surf ace of the specimen w as first sanded with mild sand 
paper, to ensure both unifonn roughness and good contrast of the 
speckles. Then the specimen was covered with flat white paint to 
cause a strong and glare-free reflection. 
Using simple Hook's law as 
a s E e: (4.1) 
where a is stress, E is the young's modules and e: is strain. With a 
cross sectional area as 0.1875 square inch and, an average E of 
J l 
3/8 
6 
1~ 
.. 3/ 4 .f 
+ 
All dimensions in 
inches. 
Thickness -= ~ 
(actual size) 
7 
Figure 13. Specifications of the tension test specimen. 
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s 
4.45 x 10 psi, yields 
£ = 11. 99P (4. 2) 
Where £ is in microstrains and P is the applied load in pounds. The 
above equation provides simple relation which can be readily applied 
as experimentation, is underway. To double check the relation 4.2 the 
specimen was equipped with a strain gage and the loading frame w2s 
calibrated versus it. To apply the load a Measurements Group loading 
frame of model number 241-32062-B which was equiped with a Starret 
load gage of model number 25-141 was used, this gage has a range of 
1,000 pounds. 
The loading frame is placed on a translation stage and the 
specimen in the field of illumination, for the second case the 
camera is focused on the edges of the object and to assure a sharply 
focused pattern an Agf a lupe of magnification 8 is used to view the 
sharply focused edges of the object on the ground glass of the film 
plane. 
The last step to be taken before recording of a pattern is to 
set the speckle spacing Ds, such that the recording medium can readily 
see the speckles. By the Nyquest sampling theory the sampling frequency 
must be at least twice the frequency component which needs to be 
detected. 
Initially a high resolution holographic film plate (Agf a-Gevaert 
8E75HD-NAH, 2500 lineshmn) was used to record a minimum of 33 micron 
~peckle grain • 
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After exposing and developing, the plate was placed on the 
scanning stage of a Spec-Scan micro-densitometer (Appendix A) to 
produce an intensity ensemble. This device passes a light of known 
intensity via pre-selected scanning window to find the amount of den-
sity or inversely transmisability of the particular area under 
observation. The size of the scanning aperture (Ls) has to be set such 
that the sampling theorem is again satisfied. 
First, a square window with L of 20 microns was set to record 
s 
(using program ME TRY) an ensemble of 1024 density readings of one Ls 
apart. This ensures no over lapping of scanned area, and results in a 
total scanned length of 20.48 mm. Note, the sampling theory is closely 
satisfied by this choice as depiected by relations 4.3 and 4.4. 
Maximum Sampling Frequency (MSF) = 2/D 
s 
(4.3) 
Minimum Ls = l/MSF (4.4) 
Using equations 4.3 and 4.4 Minimum Ls becomes 16.5 microns. After the 
ensemble was taken the resulting spectrum was the encouraging graph of 
Figure 10. This procedure, however, proved to be tedious and time 
consuming since the film plate had to be manually translated through 
the scanning window and the old densitometer was broken more than it 
was working. 
The alternative was an electronic line scanner, which can resolve 
the highly congested speckles. 
A Fairchild CCD133-D line scanning sensor with 1024 pixels of 
13 x 13 microns was choosen. This charged couple device (Appendix B) 
results in a total scan length of 13 milimeters. 
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The sensor was placed at t he observation plane for the free-space 
set up or the image plane of the camera such that the sharply 
focused pattern can be formed exac t ly on t he pixles (compensate 6.36nrrn 
for heighth of the chip; note if, depth of field created by £-number 
setting compensates for th i s) , The s peckle size now has to be chosen 
such that at least two of t he pixels are covered by one speckle. The 
limit of two, however, proved to be smal l since the contribution of 
the pi.xles to the spatial spectrum did not go away ~ values of Ds up 
to 52 microns or 4 pixels . The Modul ation Transfer Function (MTF)curve 
of the CCD 133 has been reproduced in Figure 14a. An MTF of zero 
corresponds to no resolution where a value of one is for best resolu-
tion. This curve can aid one in the cho i ce of speckle size setting, 
as an MTF value of 90 percent or better proved to have the best 
result. 
As a design characteristic of t he sensor chip, video signals are 
available on two channels, namely A and B, on which continuous words 
of data from odd and even numbered pixles are sent consecutively. This 
property tends to degrade the s peckle ens embl e, since alternate pi.xles 
are available on each channel and not a continuous signal of the 
photosights. By the pr oces s outlined below, a complete record of odd 
and even numbered data words was produced and used. 
As an integral part of thi s study a Hewlett Packard 3582A dual 
channel spectrum ana l yzer wa s used to perform fast fourier transform 
operation on t he speckle ensemble data. This analyzer is controlled by 
an HP-8 5 microcompu t er us i ng TRANSl program which is readily discussed 
Spatial frequency (cycles/mm) 
,, 
M "r--1""~!-""C-~~~......+ 
T 
F " t--ror-<....,.....--+--+-::a...-----4-_.,:::::i..., 
• • •• • • , 0 
Normalized spatial frequency 
(a) 
Signal output l OO% 
Saturat · on 
Single 
pixels 
tint integration time (ms) 
(b) 
Non-uniformity u 1--,j~.,_.;,«-......... ~~.....-+~-c 
(mv) 
tint integration time (ms) 
(c) 
Figure 14. Typical performance curves of CCD-133 sensor. 
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in Appendix C. The time buffer of the 3582A contains 1024 words to 
retain an input signal. This buffer can be accessed either by analog 
input to the channel(s) or by directly writing to it. Three pass band 
shapes are available namely uniform (maximum frequency accuracy); 
hanning (compromising frequency accuracy for amplitute improvement) 
and flat top (best amplitute accuracy). An inherent design property 
of 3582A is the alternating storage configuration of the time buffer 
when dual channel mode is activated. This fact provides the means to 
eleviate our split image problem. 
Activating Option COMB of program TRANSl reads this buffer in two 
channel mode while the video channels of CCD have been connected to the 
input ports of 3582A and signal is adjusted to cover the time record 
TR, (see Appendix B for fitting procedures). Then this routine remotely 
switches the 3582A to single channel mode and writes the record back 
to the memory. This effectively combines the alternating signals into 
one continuous ensemble. 
Another problem with the video output comes from what is referred 
to as photo response non-uniformity, this added voltage to single 
pixels in fact increases as lower light exposures are required, Figure 
14.b. Option TRANS2 of TRANS! program is designed to take care of this 
problem as well as the effects of ambient light. User is to combine 
and store two ensembles, one with laser on and other with it off (storage 
files must have the name TEMPx with x replacing a number attributed to 
the user's temporary file). Then activating this options the two 
traces are subtracted and result is saved on the first file. Upon 
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recovery from this routine t he t r ue spe ckl e ensemble is obtained, 
which can then be ensemble avera ged, zero meaned and analyzed. Since 
the speckle pattern is highly random in nature, the translation stage 
placed under the loading frame is used to translate the object under 
illumination in a direction transverse to the scanning length of the 
sensor. This produces a series of speckle ensembles to be ensemble-
averaged with the rest of s uch r eadings . The amount of translation 
is limited by the diameter of illumination as 50 to 90 percent of the 
illuminated area. Also , number of ensemb les is to be about 6 to 10 
and the lower limit of each tran s lation mus t be the size of a pixels 
or 13 microns. 
The ensemble-average is then sent to pr ogram AUTO on a faster 
processor (HP-9826) via the time r ecord buff e r of the analyzer to be 
auto-correlated and sent back to the ana lyzer for realization of its 
spectral density. Throughout this anlay sis , the terms time and space 
are used interchangeably. The Spectr um analyzer is designed to accept 
a record in time and the speckle ens emb l e is a function of space. 
They can be related by finding a constant S as relation 4.5. 
ScTotal Scanned Length (TSL) /Time Record (TR) (4.5) 
Dimension of S is now in length per un i t time. Further, TSL can be 
expressed as relation 4.6. 
TSL • NLs (4. 6) 
where N is number o f pixels and Ls denotes the pixel length. As an 
option to the averagi ng s e gment of TRANSl progrsm, the user can 
eiiminate some of the pixel readings at the start and end of the 
47 
ensemble. As these locations often conta i n the exposure pulses and 
dark reference signals which will effect the spe ctrum. Note, TSL 
and TR both have to change acco r dingly to keep a constant S. The 
Fourier transform, however, is done on t he full length of the time 
record and is essentially const ant for a gi ven span (on HP3582A only). 
The total scan length is a con s tan t dictated by equation 4.6. 
In the case of a Speckle photography s etup the gage length i becomes 
TSL/M (4.7) 
Where M is the optical manification of t he imaging system. 
In case of a free Space set up i should be taken as the diameter 
of the illuminated spot [3]. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As a preliminary study for this res earch a speckle transparency 
which was obtained by the method of speckle photography with a magni-
fication of 1, and speckle size of 33 mi crons was used. This 
specklogram was placed on digitizing stage of t he Spec-Scan densito-
meter and was scanned with a scanning aperture of 20 microns for 1024 
data points which results in a total s can length of 20 .48 millimeters. 
First scan direction was taken along the width of the transparency 
since the image contrast is uniform in t his direction. This 
direction is in a plane formed by the center line of the lens (or 
observation plane) and the laser beam, des ignated by lines L 0 A in 
Figure 2 . 
The resulting zero-meaned ensemble i s shown on Figure 15. This 
was directly fourier transformed and t he resulting amplitude square 
plot, which as Bendat et. al. [25] have suggested gives an estimate 
of the power spectral dens ity as shown in Figure 16. The resulting 
dominating frequency i s at 3 .6 KHz on a 25 KHz span (in fact, all of 
the analysis outlined below i s on a .01 second time record and 25 KHz 
span) . The raw record of Figure 15 was then auto-correlated, Figure 
17 and fourier transformed to y i eld in the power spectral density for 
48 
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the intensity variations of a s peckle ensemble, Figure 18. This 
again showed the dominating peak a t 3.6 KHz. 
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An ensemble averaging was s imul a ted, by dividing the raw record 
of Figure 15 into four equal segment s of 256 points each, and 
ensemble-averaging them as separat e records, Figure 19. This was 
the.n auto-cor related, Figure 20 and f ourier trans£ ormed, Figure 21, 
which indicates the power spectral dens i t y of the four segment 
ensemble-average . The dominating peak is ev ident at 3.6 KHz here 
as well. This result encouraged fu rther sampling of the specklogram. 
Figure 22 shows locations and directions of s can for various samples. 
The result just mentioned is obtained from location number four as 
indicated on Figure 22. The power spectra l dens i t y which resulted 
from scanning location three is s hown on Figure 23. Location of the 
peak for region of high energy i s again recognized as being about 
3.6 KHz, although by some interpola tion, but leakage is evident by 
the valley which is produced at t his frequency location. 
Figures 24, 25 and 26 indica te t he s pectral densities which were 
obtained by scanning in a direction transverse to the plane of uniform 
contrast, namely locations 5, 6 and 7 of Figure 22. As it is evident 
by this result that the s pacing correlation is lost when a diminish-
ing contrast plane is s canned. This may not be quite conclusive at 
this point as more samples are needed to support this fact. However, 
from the spectral dens i t i e s on Figures 18 and 23, one can identify 
the presence of a peak and it's partial persistence after a rigid-
body motion . Thi s i s a lso investigated further. Digitization by 
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62 
Spec-Scan proved to be time consuming and unreliable in terms of its 
hard-ware. 
The digitizing aparatus was changed to an electronic line 
scanner (Appendix B). This sensor is placed in the observation or 
image plane of the speckle producing arrangement. 
For the case of a free-space set up the sensor is placed on a 
holder with the board exposed to air and in a dark room (CCD-133 
cannot see the speckles with presence of ambient light while in this 
set up). Thus there is no effect of ambient light and/or non-uniformity 
in the output signal as opposed to speckle photography set up where 
the scanner board is in the enclosure of a camera and the room is not 
darkened. A typical combined-raw output of the free space set up is 
depicted on Figures 27, and Figure 28 indicates the response of the 
sensor in absence of laser light. As it is evident by this Figure, 
there is no need for subtraction of the two traces. However, when 
speckle photography is employed the raw-combined signal is as shown 
on Figure 29 and the dark response (in absence of laser light) of the 
sensor at steady-state temperature (i.e., after 15 minutes of warm-up) 
is shown on Figure 30. Thus subtraction is necessary in this case. 
Note the presence of the exposure pulse on the last four Figures. 
This is the primary reason for omitting the first and last 100 data 
points in the zero-meaning process. 
The resulting combined or combined-subtracted raw records are 
e~semble-averaged with · other records found in their respective setup 
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67 
via translating the object in the illumination field by a specific 
amount (typically 35 microns) for specific number of averages 
(typically 8 records) in transverse or parallel direction to the 
sensing line of the scanner. The specific values for such translation 
may be found by establishing intervals such that the last record 
represents a location no farther than 70% outside the original 
illumination area (above values are given for an illumination circle 
of 2,000 micrometers in diameter). Once these averages are obtained 
the are zero-meaned with respect to their middle 824 points (out 
of a 1024 maximum possible points). Figures 31 and 32 are the results 
of such treatment to the data obtained by free-space and photography 
setups respectively . 
These records are then auto-correlated, Figures 33 and 34, and 
f ourier transformed to obtain the spatial power spectral density 
for a speckle intensity variation ensemble, Figures 35 and 36. The 
spectrum on Figure 35 corresponds to readings from a free space setup, 
which is obtained by ensemble-averaging of six samples. Each one 
obtained by moving the test object transverse to the sensing direction 
in increments of 100 microns. With a speckle size of 65 microns, the 
peak location came out to be at 2.2 KHz. The spectrum on Figure 36 
is obtained by ensemble-averaging of six samples in a speckle photo-
graphy arrangement and in transverse intervals of 50 microns. With 
a speckle size of 50 microns the peak is not quite defined. 
One can explain the difference in the responses between these 
two as being caused by the imaging system (i.e. lens). Since other 
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sensing parameters are about t he same . Also, the noise response 
of the sensor in presence of a lens may not quite get cleared by 
the subtraction routine (TR.Af,S 2 ) s inc e the mean amplitude is bound 
to fluctuate as the board heats up and t hus the response gets 
affected . Figure 37 is the f requency response of this noise (this 
Figure is the Fourier transform of t he ensemble of Figure 30, for 
the middle 824 points). 
Besides from the factors mentioned above, sensing in the non-
uniform plane as noted by the initia l experiment is perhaps effective 
on both of these spectrums. Figure 38 is a power spectral density 
obtained by speckle photography (Ds=50 microns). Nine averages in 
intervals of 50 microns per samplewere taken with the scanning 
direction in the plane of uniform contrast and parallel to the 
direction of translation. As it can be seen, the result is very much 
improved in terms of clarity of response. Note by this sampling 
direction we essentially have overlapp ing ensembles and it might be 
argued as being biased if it be compar ed to spectrum of Figure 36. 
Figure 39 is a power spectrum which resulted by producing speckles 
in free-space (Ds=50 microns) and s canning direction in the plane of 
constant uniformity . The s can a n d translation directions are such 
that each sample is obtained from a new location of the surface. Nine 
records of interval 25 microns is ensemble-averaged and processed to 
yield this power s pectra . Th i s result re-emphasizes the clear response 
caus ed by scanning i n a uni f orm contrast plane (compare Figure 39 
with 35). 
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Table 1 contains peak locations of several spectral densities 
obtained by free space set up. The observation distance have been 
changed to produce speckle sizes of 43.25,65.and 97.25 microns. Five 
ensembles of 100 micron intervals were transversely gathered and aver-
aged for each reported peak and the object was moved parallel to the 
scanning direction in increments of 25 micron to obtain ensembles 
of two new locations. The drop in the average peak frequency with 
increasing of speckle size is a clear indication of dependency of such 
peak on the speckle size. This peak may now appropriately be called 
the characteristic peak. Note the ratio of the speckle sizes and the 
peak locations are close. The values on above mentioned table is 
gathered in the non-uniform plane. This may be the cause for their 
oscillation. However, on the average the inverse relationship between 
speckle size and the peak location holds. 
Tables 2 contains frequencies for spectral densities of a second 
set of data gathered at the constant contrast plane, but with the same 
scanning parameters as before. This re-emphasizes the inverse 
relationship of speckle size. 
On an average basis peak location of the spectral density of 
speckle pattern is, constant for a limited area of the surface and 
inversely proportional to the speckle size. Figures 40 through 46 
depicts the spectral densities of ensembles reported on Table 2. 
Many readings were taken for investigating the relation of the 
characteristic peak to an induced strain on the test object. Initially 
the speckle photography was used to record a single ensemble of 
79 
Speckle Size (Micron) 
Location 
(micron) 43.25 65 97.25 
Size 1.5 1. 5 
rati o 
0 900 1200 1100 
25 3300 2200 700 
50 800 500 600 
Average 
1600 1300 800 
Frequency 
Frequency 
1. 2 1.6 
Ratio 
Table 1 - Effect of rigid body motion on the Deak frequency of 
spectral density (free-space, Hz) 
80 
Speckle Size (Micron) 
LOCATION 43.25 65 97.25 
(micron) Size 
Ratio 1.5 1.5 
0 2400 1600 HOO 
25 2400 2000 1200 
50 N/A 2100 2200 
Average 
2400 1900 1500 
Frequency 
Frequency 
1. 2 1. 2 
Ratio 
Table 2 - Effect of rigid body motion on the peak frequency of 
spectral density (free-space, Hz). 
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88 
speckles at each loading condit ion. In most cases this proved to be 
useless since no ensemble-averaging was performed. Although a few 
readings seem to suggest t he general expected behavior of the peak 
with strain. Figure 47 is a plot of peak frequencies versus strain 
for a s et of readings off a pa t t ern of 16 microns speckle size, 
sensing in the constant contras t plane and in the direction of posi-
tive strain (i . e . tension) . This Figure shows a negative slop for a 
region of linear response (m=-0 . 02 381 and correlation coefficient= 
-0.97). As strain increases , the sensitivity drops to zero. Further 
increasing of strain causes a posit ive slop . This response as a whole 
can be fitted to a parabola . 
Figure 48 is a similar plot wi t h a s peckle size of 25 microns 
and sensing in a negative strain di rection (caused by passion ratio of . 
1/3 for the test object). Thi s plot shows a positive slop (m=.049 
and correlation coefficient of 0 . 04) wh i ch is an agreement with 
expected behavior (although ver y l ow linear correlation is obtained). 
Figure 49 is a plot of peak spectral density versus strain for 
sensing of positive strain, i n t he constant contrast field and speckle 
size of 33 microns. This merely r e-emphasizes the negative correla-
tion of the resulting linear region with positive strain (m=-0.007407 
and linear correlation of -0.5). 
By compari ng Figures 47 and 49 one can see how the sensitivity 
drops wi t h incr eas i ng speckle size. Also, the general behavior of 
slopes and the parabolic nature of Figure 48 is worth noting here. 
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However, no exact conclusions can be drawn from these since they 
are a mere single ensemble and not very dependable for our purposes. 
This relationship was studied furth er using the free-space set 
up for a pattern with a speckle size of 50 microns. The sensing 
direction was taken to be in the cons t ant con trast plane and positive 
strain as well. Ten records with increment s of 25 microns were 
ensemble-averaged for each loading condition. Figure 50 is a plot 
of peak spectral frequency versus st r ain fo r t he above experiement. 
Note that the strain increment is much l arger here and thus the 
parabolic behavior which was noted on Figure 47 is more evident. A 
Cheb y Polynomial of Second Degree is fitted to t his result and is 
noted on the Figure. 
This experiment was repeated with all f ac t ors as before with 
only the scanning length in the negative direction and thus averaging 
is of overlapping type (due to the single degr ee of freedom for the 
translation stage and loading frame assembly), and number of averages 
as 5 ensembles per increment of load. Figure 51 is the plot of 
resulting spectral peaks versus strain. No t e the opposite shape 
of the parabolic response with respect to the previous experiment. 
This re-emphasizes the ability of this method to distinguish between 
positive and negative strains while the general behavior is established 
as being parabolic in a limited r ange . 
To see the behavior of the r esponse beyond the range of above 
experiment, the positive sensing, strain direction experiment was 
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repeated while all other scanning factors were kept the same as the 
last experiment except, the averaging, which is done on ensembl~s of 
"new" locations. The outcome of this is shown on Figure 52. A 
range of 3000 micro inch/inch is established for a guage length of 
2000 microns (diameter of the beam) and speckle size of 50 micro-
meters. The spectrums found by this last experiment did not yield 
a very well defined peak, this fact suggests a deficiency in the 
number of averages (i.e. 6 ensembles were averaged in 25 micron 
increments) since, when ten averages were taken for the experiment 
which resulted in the plot on Figure 50, the spectral peaks were 
better defined. By the auto-correlation function of Figure 33, a corre-
lation length of 35 micron is evident and number of samples between 
7 to 10 is the optimum value for transverse-averaging procedures. 
The optimum speckle size was taken to be 50 microns for this 
sensor with pixles of size 13 microns (speckle to pixle ratio of about 
4). Tables 1 and 2 seem to suggest more tolerance to rigid body motion 
as larger speckles are employed, but on the other hand, larger speckles 
cause smaller range of spatial frequency which in turn limits the 
range of measurement and also by the results shown in Figures 47 and 
48 the smaller speckle have better sensitivity to strain. So, a com-
promise has to be made between stability of the speckles (sampling 
consideration) and the range and sensitivity of response. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
In sum the following points were established by this research: 
1. The speckle spacing can best be correlated when the 
intensity information is gathered in a plane which 
contains the laser beam and a line passing through the 
center of the illuminated region and the observation 
plane (or lens); this is referred to as plane of con-
stant contrast. All planes, if parallel to this one, 
have the same characteristic. 
2. A free-space arrangement which is one without any 
intermediate imaging system between the sensing device 
and the test object produced the best results for the 
speckle size intensity information. 
3. A speckle to size ratio of 4 is the lower limit 
on the sampling period. 
4. Ensemble-averaging of corresponding points of the 
speckle intensity records is essential for realization 
of a true speckle intensity ensemble. This average may 
be done either by scanning "new" locations (transverse 
movement of the object with respect to the direction 
of scan), or overlapping locations (parallel movement 
97 
of the object with respect to the direction of scan). 
In the first case a number of averages between 7 and 
10 with minimum intervals of one pixle width and an 
optimum of three pixel widths is recommended. 
For the second case an optimum number of averages 
of five and a minimum of one pixle length and optimum 
of three pixel lengths is best. 
If moving of the object is not practical the laser 
may be mounted on a directionally controlled mount 
and the beam may be moved by the desired amount as 
to illuminate a "new" location. This is perhaps a 
better method since there is no risk of changing the 
path length between the object and the observation 
plane and thus "changing" the pattern. 
5. Keeping points 1 through 4 in mind, there exists a 
characteristic peak on the spatial spectral density 
of a speck.le pattern and is related to the speckle 
size. 
6. On an average basis this peak is tolerant to rigid-
body motion. This average is over a small area 
(70% to 90%) of the region under coherent illumina-
tion, and the tolerance is over a uniformly rough 
area of the test surface. 
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7. Relation of the characteristic peak to an induced 
strain is found to be non-linear and of parabolic 
nature. This is contradictory to the original 
assumption. A small size of speckle shows most 
sensitivity to induced strain although it is limited 
by the sampling period mentioned before. 
The limit on this parabola has been found to be 
approximately at 3000 microstrains for a speckle 
size of 50 micrometers. This method is able to 
distinguish between positive strain (tension) and 
negative strain (compression) by its reversed 
response. 
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The simple geometry of this method (single beam) and the above 
mentioned characteristics of it should encourage further research. 
One of the most time consuming tasks for realizing the peak of the 
power spectra is the processing of intensity data. Firs4 in terms 
of gathering and storing of each record and second, calculation of 
the auto--correlation of the ensemble-averaged record. This may be 
improved upon by employing a more advanced camera, and using an 
analog correlator or a £aster processor for the auto-correlation seg-
ment. This method promises adaptability to very low strains (in order 
of 1500 microstrain for 50 micrometer of speckle size). Effects of 
high strains; nonlinear strain fields and varying speckle size on 
the behavior the characteristic peak must be in order for future 
research. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
SPEC-SCAN S-3000 HICRODENSITOHETER 
The Spec-Scan S-3000 system is a high resolution flatbed scanning 
digital microdensitometer that provides precise density and coordinate 
information from photographic plates, or rolls of film. The micro-
densitometer consists of four functional subsystems: measuring, 
optical, detection and readout. 
The measuring assembly consists of a granite base, air bearing 
stages, precision lead screws and linear optical encoders. The 
granit base provides a stable support for mechanical and optical 
components and thermally isolates the light source from the measuring 
stages. Each measuring stage is air bearing supported and are moved 
by a precision lead screw. A servo loop consisting of linear optical 
encoder and associated electronics provides positioning to within one 
micron. Both stages are motorized and provide a scan area of 10 x 10 
inch squares. A 360 degree rotary platen permits alignment of film 
or plate fiducial marks to within one degree. 
Photodetection is accomplished by a highly sensitive photomulti-
plier and two separate aperture assemblies. The main and pre-slit 
aperture assemblies each contain 8 pre-selected apertures. A mono-
cular telescope permits precise alignment the pre-slit aperture image 
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on the main aperture assembly. Color and neutral density filter wheels 
allow scanning of both monocromatic and/or multispectral imagery. 
Density/Transmittance va lues and positional data are shown on 
the control panel. Optical density i s numer i cally displayed over the 
range 0 to 4D. Zero density being equivalent t o 100% transmittance. 
Positional data, X and Y coordinate inf ormation is shown on a dual six 
(6) digit numeric display. Stage positions read directly in microns 
over the full tra·el areas. 
Figure 53 depicts the optical system schematics of t he densitometer 
A film plate is placed on the scanning stage and brought to focus using 
upper optics focuse knobs and lower optics focuse switches. The image 
is viewed, with the field illumina tor " in" , through the screen. When 
the image is in focus then the film pla t e is at the film plane indi-
cated on Figure 53 . 
The scanning spot size (Ls) is se t by taking the combined magni-
fication of the microscope (objective x eye lens) and finding the 
appropriate aperture size for a given s can l ength via Table 3. The 
resulting aperture size needs to be di aled both on the main and the 
pre-slit wheels. 
With the field illumina tor out both apertures are viewed through 
the telescope to insure alignment of the two with the microscope and 
the light source. An aligned setting appears as concentric apertures 
with the light source passing at the center of them. A step-by-step 
procedure is spelled out i n t he spec-scan manual. 
I !OAl'tK SL.l°:ll'f"TUfltf WHEEL. ~f 1..ICL.C 1~£.AM J 
P'- ITT£R · 
·-· --·------4-...._i_.1......1 
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Figure 53 - Optical arrangement for the Spec-scan digitizer. 
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Initializing the Density/Transmittance resadout for a particular 
film plate is essential since there is emulsion differences from plate 
to plate as well as drifts of the R.M. tube itself. By scanning an 
unexposed area of the film plate while adjusting the sensitivity of 
the R.M. tube to read a minimum value for density should follow 
different settings of the colure and N.D. wheels. Once a minimum 
value of density is obtained then the Spec-Scan is ready for operation. 
APPENDIX B 
OPERATIONS AND ASSE IDLY OF CCD-133 LINE SCANNER 
Fairchild's charged coupled linear sensor CCD133 contains 1024 
light sensitive elements of 13 x 13 mic rons, Figure 54 depicts the 
block diagram representation of t he sensor chip. The sensor is driven 
by two clocks, exposure and t r ansport, Fi gure 55 is a timing diagram 
for these, as well as the video s ignals. On low to high transitions 
of the exposure signal, the sur fac e of the elements are charged up 
with a constant D. C. voltage, this pr ocess lasts for the pulse width 
of x Once charging stops the sensor is susceptible to light, 
incoming photons strike the pixles and take away the charge depending 
on their respective energies. By the next ¢ x pulse the remains of 
the charges are transferred to t he two analog shift registers to be 
transported to the gated charge detector; amplifier and finally out 
as the analog video signal on t he pu l ses of the transport or data 
clock. Note on, Figure 55, how t he odd and even numbered pixles are 
outputed on channels A and B respectively. 
The sensor chip i s complimented with a 22 pin design and develop-
ment board (CCD133 /DB) which r egulates and supplies the required clock 
drivers . Further, th i s board allows for power line hookup of± 20 
volts a t 0. 3 amperes, a s well as monitoring pins for syncronization 
106 
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of video output with a detecting equipment. The clocks on this 
board provide adequate support for detecting intensity levels as low 
as 300 micro watts, Figure 14. This, however, is inadequate for our 
application which needs detection capabilities of 10 microwatts and 
lower. 
If pin number 17 of this board is grounded, the clock drivers 
will respond to an external data rate clock input on pin 5 and an 
external exposure control input on pin 3. To configure an external 
driving system the following equipments were used: 
1. .Power supply 
2. Two function generators 
3. Pulse generator 
above equipments were connected as in Figure 56. First function 
generator is used for data rate (f data) control while the second is 
used to drive a pulse generator for exposure rate (f exp.) control. 
Although the pulse generator has rate getting capabilities, but rates 
lower than what is available by the pulse generator (>10 Hz) may be 
needed. 
Before discussing specific setting directions on the above equip-
ments, an introduction to the detecting scope is appropriate. HP 3582A 
spectrum analyzer gathers the incoming analog signals in an internal 
buffer referred to as time record (TR). The length of TR is constant 
as mentioned in Chapter IV in a two channel mode the actual memory 
location of the digitized signals are the same, while they are viewed 
by the FFT processor and are displayed as two separate traces. 
Power Supply 
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Figure 56 - External configuration for operating the CCD133 
Board. 
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For the video signals to be fully considered by the processor they 
must cover the whole length of the time record. An external trigger 
input on the 3582A allows for capture of such signal at the start 
of the time record. With the analyzer in the two channel mode the 
video lines must be connected to the channels A and B of the analyzer. 
A 1 volt sensitivity repetitive sampling "on"; free run "off" and 
external trigger switch activated must be set on the analyzer. Then 
an extention of output of the pulse generator is connected to the 
external trigger input on the back of the analyzer. This insures 
the capture at each exposure interval. The video signals also con-
tain the pulse width of the exposure pulse hence fitting is not 
complete till the actual exposed segment which contains the desired 
information is completely covering the time record length. This may 
be done by setting the f-data to a value found by 
f-data=l024/TR (B.l) 
for example, a typical span of 25k.Hz has a TR of 5 msec. (2 channel 
mode) then by above relation 
f-data=0.2 mega Hz (B.2) 
Once the right portion of the signal is fitted to the time record 
the next task is to set the exposure level to obtain a stable and well 
exposed output. Figure 15 can aid in choosing the right integration 
or exposure time for a particular saturation exposure at a sensor plane 
power level. Note how single pixel non-uniformity increases as the 
integration time and temperature change. 
112 
Thus by finding the integration time the exposure rate can be 
set. The pulse width of the exposure control needs to be set 
approximately 5,000 times shorter in time than the period of 
£-exposure. 
For example, these values are as .25 second integration time; 
40% saturation exposure and 50 micro seconds of pulse width. 
Pulse delay setting has no use here since the external setting 
of the pulse generator requires no delay in triggering. The exposure 
setting can be done intuitively by noting the basics of the sensor 
chip and timing. The width of exposure pulse is the charge time of 
pixles and if it lasts for a long portion of the exposure period no 
exposure can occur since the pixels are charged faster than they are 
removed; meanwhile, too fast of an exposure rate has the same 
under-exposure effect. On the other hand, if the exposure rate is too 
slow over-exposure occurs and causes a saturated output. Figures 57, 
58, and 59 show three cases of under, good, and over-exposure 
respectively . A fine tuned signal is when there is little but no 
movement in the signal as it is displayed on the time record. One 
final point; if the data rate was not constrained by the time record, 
it too could contribute to the exposure conditions. 
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APPENDIX C 
DATA ACQUISITION AND ~~AGEMENT PROGRAMS 
The seven programs outlined on this section are designed 
specifically to ease manipulation of the data found on or written 
to the time buffer of the 3582A spectrum analyzer. This is possi-
ble by use of the HPIB (Hewlett Packard Interface Bus) and related 
firm-ware (i.e. I/O rom for HP-85). For HP-85 computer the Advance 
programming; matrix and memory expansion modules are needed as well. 
As for HP-9826 BASIC Option 655 (i.e. BASIC System disk) is all that 
is needed. 
These programs are written in BASIC and are stored on the 
supplied disk. 
A. T Sl (HP-85): 
This is the main manipulator which requires the 
presence of two disk drives and the analyzer as a 
minimum operating condition. This program has 
eight options which are accessible through the 
soft-keys. These options are as follows: 
Kl (D ENTRY): 
This routine allows for entering ASCII data in 
memory of the computer in one of the three ways, 
from a stored data file (F); time buffer of the 
116 
analyzer (A) or manually (M). To access any of 
these merely enter the capital letters shown in 
the parenthesis. 
K2 (R.CNT): 
The remote control options enables the user to 
change the key settings on the anlyzer by entering 
the appropriate command (two letter function 
followed by the desired setting, see Appendix A of 
the 3582A manual). Also, there are six sub-options 
available for further manipulation and control on 
various program parameters. These sub-options may 
be activated by entering the capitalized letters as 
the response to the promoted CNT CODE. 
1. RTN: 
Returns to the main menu or latest calling 
sub-program. 
2. SAVE: 
Saves the time data currently in the time 
buffer. 
3. GO: 
Sends the current time record to the time 
buffer of the analyzer and can be repeated 
as many times as needed. 
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4. MR.KR: 
Enables the remote moving of the marker in 
selectable increments. 
5. AVG: 
Zero means the current time record with 
respect to definable number of points. 
6. SRQ: 
Establishes normal operation after a wrong 
entry has activated the service request line 
of the analyzer. 
1<3 (T.R.PL): 
Plots a copy of the time buffer on an external 
plotter or the CRT. 
K4 (FFT PL): 
Plots the display buffer of the analyzer on an 
external plotter or the CRT. 
Note: This can be used to plot phase display 
as well. 
KS (SAVE): 
Saves the time buff er on an ASCII file at an 
optional mass storage location and creates a file 
if none already exists. 
K6 (TRANS2): 
Chains the TRANS2 program and runs it (see TRANS2). 
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K7 (COMB): 
This option initially sets the analyzer in a two 
channel mode, and reads the memory buffer. Then 
sets it in a single channel mode, stops repetitive 
sampling and sends the data back to the analyzer. 
This is essential for obtaining a continuous 
ensemble from the CCD-133 sensor and requires the 
analyzer to be in the setup outlined in Appendix B 
for gathering the video signals of the sensor board. 
KB (TRANS3): 
This option subtracts two frequency traces from 
each other, writes the result on in the first buffer 
and plots it on the CRT. 
B. TRANS2 (HP-85): 
This program should only be accessed through TRANSl and 
is used to subtract two time traces from each other and 
writes the resulting record on the first file. The two 
traces need to have been saved on two files with names 
different only by an "R" as a suffix to the second file 
("R" is for reference or undesirable trace). 
C. TRANS21 (HP-85): 
This is the stand alone version of TRANS2 and is used 
for batch processing of a set of readings with their 
file names as required by TRANS2 for pairs of 
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subtractable traces and constantly incremented for 
the batch. 
D. MENTRY (HP-85): 
This program does not use the HPIB and thus can 
be used for portable data entry operations. The 
entered record can be saved on an ASCII file 
(created on the internal tape storage) once the 
specified number of points have been entered. 
E. A GE S (HP-85): 
A set of stored combined ensembles which must be 
located in drive 1 are read and ensemble-averaged 
and then zero-meaned with respect to their middle 
824 points. The resulting average is saved on the 
last file. The files containing the combined 
ensembles must be numbe.red in a constant increment. 
F. TRANS4 (HP-85): 
This is the same program as TRANSl except when COMB 
option is activated the assumption is that user has 
no existing file in the mass storage media and only 
needs a name to store the resulting ensemble. The 
best use of this program is for fast data gathering . 
. G. AUTO (HP-9826): 
Due to the faster processing power of HP-9826 this 
program was developed to mainly perform 
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autocorrelation; cross-correlation and rigid-body 
simulation on the gathered data. There are six 
options available which can be accessed by the 
soft-keys of this computer. The term treated data 
stands for auto or cross-correlated data. 
Ko (ENTER): Enteres data from a File or Analyzer. 
Kl (RIGSIM) : Performs mathematical simulation of a 
rigid-body-motion by dividing the entered 
ensemble into specific number of segments 
and displaying the individual segments 
or ensemble-average of them on the analyzer. 
This can be done on either time or frequency 
data. When the frequency data is used the 
averaged traces are both plotted on the CRT 
and sent to the time buffer of the analyzer. 
Thus this option can be used to find the 
Fourier of the power spectral density of 
an ensemble when the auto-correlated time 
function is used with one segment frequency 
average. 
K3 (ATOCOR): This option performs auto-correlation on 
an ensemble entered from a binery file or 1 
analyzer, for a maximum delay of N-1 where 
N is number of data points. 
K4 (TSAVE): Saves a tiIDe record obtained by the ENTER 
key on a binery file. 
KS (SENDAN): Sends the trace currently in the memory 
to the analyzer. 
K6 (CROSS): Performs a cross-correlation operation on 
two traces entered from the analyzer. 
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Implied in this program , i s a remote control option for the 
same purpose as before . The sub-opt i ons to this, however, are 
only limited to " RTN" and " GO" wi th la t ter having a scaling option 
which is performed on the data . 
If both HP- 85 and HP-9826 have to be on-line (up and connected 
to HPIB) then the HP- 9826 takes over as the system controller and 
disables the HP-85 to run. This may very well be the case when the 
auto or cross correlation of s ome data ob tained by the 85 computer 
is desired (since all the process ing programs, i.e.,COMB option of 
TRNASl, TRANS2 and AVGE Sis wr i t ten f or HP-85). This problem can 
be alleviated by merely resetting the 85 and letting the 9826 read 
the records already written to the ti.me buffer by the 85 and as soon 
as the 9826 is on its way, processing t he da t a disconnecting the 
RPIB line and thus allowing the 85 t o a ct as a stand alone controller. 
This action by no means interrupts nei ther computer from their 
routine. 
The program A TO needs furth er wor k in t his regard since by use 
of software one can pass control to t he other, thus making the 85 
the system controller until otherwise is needed. 
The listings of above mentioned programs are outlined on pages 
124 thru 143. 
(J C~EAR ~ 
20 DISP '' 
30 DISP " 
40 DISP " 
50 DISP '' 
50 DISP ~ 
70 PAUSE 
DISP ~ DISP ~ DIS P ~ DTSP 
P r o g r a m T RA t · S 1 " 
by Reza M. She1kh rezai" 
for The1se'=· re=. ear~h '' 
ail right~. reser\1ed" 
D ISP ~ DIS P "P res s C 0 NT t c1 con ti n u_e '' 
80 REM OTE 71 
30 CFLAG 1 ~ CFLAG 2 
100 DIM C$[20J .AS[2055J .BS~20 J .AC1024> 
0 INTEGER Z1 
120 IOBUFFER A~ 
30 Cl EY.i 1 . " D ENTR " GOSUB 230 
140 rn Et: 2 ." R.C T" GOSUB 540 
50 ON EY-1 3 ." T.R . PL " GDSUB 850 
1 6 0 0 E Y h 4 . "FF T PL" G 0 SU [ i 1 1 0 0 
70 ON KEY.t ~>. " S AVE" GOSUB 300 
180 0 EY,e 5 .''TRA S2" GOSUB 1790 
190 0 KEY.it 7 . '' CO MBINE " GOSUB 2090 
200 0 KEYt- 8 .. TRANS3" GOS UB 2550 
205 CLEAR 
210 EY LABEL 
._ '")O GOTO 2 0 
124 
~30 ! DA ENTERY ROUTINE• ***~***~~***4-**•**-~************** 
.23 
240 .l.SP "" 
250 DISP " Use he irst lett er " ~ DISP '' to 
c oose method of entry " 
250 DISP .... 
L.. 70 DISP I\; DISP " Fi le" ~ DI S? ·~ D ISP " 
ey-board " ISP 
280 LI PUT II 
290 IF CS= "F'' 
300 IF CS= ''A'' 
310 IF C ="A" 
320 IF C9i= "K" 
330 CLEAR 
340 GOTO 230 
An a lyze r". CS 
THEN CLEAR ~ GOTO 1560 
THEN CLEAR ~ GOSUB 900 
THEN 171 0 
THEN 3SO 
350 DISP ''NUMBER OF PTS." § INP UT N 1 
360 LINPUT "A PLOT OF INPUT? (Y/N)",0$ 
370 IF OS="N" THEN 430 
380 LINPUT "USING THE PLOTTER".0$@ IF 
s 705 
390 INPUT N2 PEN N2 
400 SCALE 0 N1 -1, 1 
410 MOVE 20,-.9@ LABEL "~OF PTS.",N1 
420 AXES 100,.1,o,o.102LJ. 1 .s 
430 FOR I=O TO Nl-1 
440 DISP "ENTER POINT #".I~ INPUT 22 
DS ="Y" THEN PLOTTER I 
.I C:, "1 - - -~ 1- ._I '=• ~ ) " I r ' T .._, !:: •, J :J ~J -;- = • z =: 
4o 0 Z ~= < 2 15-1>*Z2 
470 Z1=Z2 
480 OUTPUT A$ USING ":tt,14" ~ Zl 
49 0 NEX 1 I 
500 FOR J=I TO 1023 
510 Z1=0 
520 OUTP UT A$ USING ".::r.W" : Zl 
530 NEXT J 
540 LINPUT ''WANT TO SA\JE THE DATA? < Y DR N >' ' . Os 
550 IF DS="Y'' THE~ GDS UB 30fl 
125 
560 ' RETURt OF ALL SENDS~•***¥*******~**¥******* * *~** * * *** * 
570 OUTPUT 7 I 1 : " FR RPO '' 
580 OUTPUT 711 USI NG ''14A": "~TM,700 0(. 1 CJ24 ·· 
590 TRA NSFER A$ TO 7 1 F~S 
600 CO TROL As. 1 : 1024*2 
6 0 D Is p II D 0 NE" ·~ BEE p 5 • 0 0 0 
5 5 CLE A 
620 IF FLAG ( 2 ) I HEI RE URrJ 
630 GOTO 640 
640 ! RE OTt co 1TROL ROUTINE+ ~ .. ~ -¥~************~ **** ***** ~ * 
650 CLEAR 
650 DIS '"' 
670 DISP " Four con r ed codes here'' 
680 DISP , ... 
6 9 0 DIS P '' R TN > > re t urn t o men ue" 
700 DISP '' GO >> send data to analyzer' ' 
710 DISP '' SAVE >> s a.ve time record" 
720 DISP" HR 1 R >> rtar ·er sub routine" 
730 DISP " AVG >> P ve ~ a.ge uirt mean" 
735 DISP " SRQ >> service request r ecovery'' 
736 DISP 
740 DISP" All remote control commands for device 11 " 
750 DISP BEEP 15.500 
760 LINPUT "E HER CONTRL CODE" . 85 
77 0 IF 8$="RTN" THEN CLEAR @ RETURN 
780 IF 8$="AVG" THEN GOSUB 1840 
790 IF BS="AVG" THEN 570 
800 IF 8$="GO" THEN 570 
810 IF B$=''SAVE" THEN 1300 
820 IF 8$="MRKR" THEN GOTO 2300 
830 IF 8$= ''SRQ.' THEN GOSUB 2800 
840 OUTPUT 711 ;BS 
850 GOTO 750 
860 ! DISP TI ME RECORD*******~****************************** 
***~ 
865 CLEAR 
870 LI NPUT "O N PLDTTER? <Y /N) ". 0$@ I F DS ="Y" THEN PLIJ TT ER I S 
705 
380 
890 
'300 
910 
32 0 
92r:» 
'1 SP '':/ [IF PTS I ') " ~ TNPUT N 1 
GOSUB 900 ~ GOTO 94 0 
OUTPUT 71 USI G '' 1L!A' 1 ''LFM.70000 . 
IOBUFFEF~ Affi 
TRA NSFER 7 0 A~ FHS 
CLEAF1 
RETUR N 
GCLEAR ~ LOCATE ?Q , 20 .20.90 
SCALE 0.1024.-1.1 
LA ES 100 .. o.o. I 
126 
( \ ') L1" J ~ I 
33 0 
94 0 
350 
950 
'370 
380 
990 
DVE 512.-1."S ~ LORG 4 ~LABEL '' Distance <microns>" 
.. 
I 
000 
, 0 1 0 
o')o 
1 030 
0'0 
1 050 
060 
00 
070 
1 080 
090 
05 
HD VE - 1 0 0 , - . 2 € DEG € L D I R 9 0 ~ LABE L .. He 1 at 2 \, e j n t en =· 1 t 
FOR I=O TO -1 
E TERA£ USING "t-,W" : A<I 
A<I)=A<I)/(2 1S- ) 
PLOT I.A<I> 
EXT I 
ALPHA 
L I p IJ T " ~AN T T 0 s Av E DA TA ? ( y IN ) . ' • D 5 ·~ ~ F :) ~; = II ~ II TH E l\J i 3 
GO 0 270 
RE TUR 
! DISP FRE DA1A ~ . ***~****~~**~~**~***~~ *~ * * * ~ * ~ **** 
700 RE I 
CLEAR 
DI 8<256> 
LI PUT "PL OTTERi <Y/N)".DS eti IF D<:S="Y " THEN PLOTTER iS 7 
20 LOCATE 20 . 20 , ~o .90 
1130 GCLEA 
40 SCALE 0.~56.0.1 
1 150 LAXES 20. 1 , 0. 0 1 . 
I 60 DISP ''TAKE ANALYZER OUT OF ~ALIBRATION TH EN PRESS CO NT I 
NUE" ,. PAUSE 
170 OUTPUT I : "TAO AA 1 LOS" 
1 180 HOVE 1 0 ~ . - . 024 1 0) 
1 1 9 0 DEG L D IR 0 @ L 0 R G 4 LABEL .. Sp a. ti a l Frequency '' @ MI] V 
E -15, .5 
1200 ALPHA 
1210 LINPUT "ENTER ANP. LABEL'' , W 1 $ 
1220 LDIR 90 @ LABEL W1$ 
1230 FOR I=O TO 254 
1240 ENTER 711 USING .. #.MZ .DDe .X": B<I> 
1250 IF W1!D="FFT " 2" THEN PLOT I.B <I> "' 2 ELSE PLOT I.B<I> 
1260 NEXT I 
'270 DISP "ENTER LABEL CODE" @ I NPU T E$@ MOVE 100 .. 4 
1280 LDIR 0 @ LABEL E$ 
1285 CLEAR 
1290 RET UR N 
127 
!300 ! T_ME RECORD 3TOR A GE**** **** * *****~¥~~***********~**** 
13 DISP "ONLY IME RECORD IS SA ~JED HERE" 
132 _ LIN PUT "~At T KE Y SET UP ON FFT SA\JED? <Y/N)" 0 ~; €:IF P'.;= 
"Y" THEN GOSUB 750 
1330 GOSUB 1460 
13L!O GOSUB 900 
1350 LINPUT ' ' Ha ve a f1le? ( Y/ N>". Q$ ·~1 GOS UB 1410 
1350 ASSIG ~ 1 TO D£ 
370 IF P$= "Y" THE . PRINT.v 1 : As . 85 ELSE PRI NT #. AS 
1380 A SS IGN~ 1 TO * 
385 CLEAR 
1390 RETUR 
400 ! SOME DATA MANAGE ME iT ROUT INE S**~•··+*~*~************~ 
4 0 LINPU .. Enter f 1le name ". D~ 
1420 DS=0$6MS 
1430 IF Q$= " Y'' THE RETURN 
1440 CREATE 0£ . 1 3000 
450 RETURN 
460 IF FLAG< HE RE TUR J 
1470 SFLAG 1 
480 CLEAR 
4 9 0 DIS P ,_ DIS P 11 Ente r : < 0 Ho r t ap e'' ~-' DIS P " 
< 1 >for d1s " 
500 DISP " <2)fo r d1·::.k 2 " @ J 1·JPUT . ~¥\ ; 
1510 IF M1=0 THE M£= ": T" 
1520 IF M1=1 THEN MS>= ": D700 " 
1530 I F M1=2 THEN H£= ": D701 " 
540 IF M1>2 THEN 1490 
1550 RETUR 
1560 ! FILE READ ROUTI NE·***~ ** • **~ *~ -· ~~** **************** 
it-
1570 CLEAR Ql L NPUT " Does -he fil e co n t a i n key 
set ups? Y/ >". Os 
1580 CFLAG 
1590 GOSUB 
1600 LINPUT File name ?",E$ 
1610 CLEA R @ DI SP @ DISP "" a: 
DISP " Reading dat a 
1620 DI SP '"' 
163 0 E$=E $&M$ 
1640 ON ERROR GOSUB 157 0 
1650 ASSIGN# 1 TO E$ 
1660 OFF ERROR 
1670 I OBUFFER A$ ~ IOBUFFER 8$ 
" 
1680 IF DS ="Y" THEN READ# 1 ; A$. P£ ELSE 
169 0 IF 0$="Y" THEN C$=8$ ELSE cs ~ "PRS" 
1700 CLEAR 
1710 IF FLAG< 2> THEN 570 
READ# 1 A$ 
128 
I 7 2 0 I NP U T " 14 an t t o so r t 1.u r t . me an 7 " 1 D $ ~-' ~ F D S = · ' Y " THE N ' SU B 1840 
173 (' GOTO 570 
174 0 ! KEY SET UP READ**********LIST1 
17 50 I DBUFFE 8£ 
1760 OUTPUT 7 USING " 1 A" : '' LF!1 . 77 4~>~ . S " 
177 0 TRAN SFER 711 TO BS FHS 
1780 RE TUR N 
1790 DISP "*** ~ ~ " 
1800 DISP " CH AINI G TO ~ANS2 " 
1810 DI SP "**** * ' ' 
1820 CHAI J " TRANS2 : 0700 " 
1830 RETURt 
840 ! zero mean r out1n~ ~ ** * ***~********~*~•**•******+*****• 
850 U1=0 
1850 MAT A=ZER 
s 7 o o rs P .. E TE R Low ER AN o u PP ER L r M rT o F o rn C1 Tc BE co N s E ::: 
RED " 
880 INPUT C9 . C8 
1890 FOR I=O TO 1023 
900 ENTER AS USI 'G ".:t. I~" A< I> 
1910 NE I 
920 FOR I=C9 TO CB 
1930 U1=U1 +A<I > 
940 NEXT I 
1950 U1=U1/ <C8-C9> 
1950 IOBUFFER A$ 
1970 FOR I=C9 TO CB 
1980 A<I >=A <I -U1 
1990 NEXT I 
2000 FDR I=O TO C9 
20 10 A< I >=O NEXT I 
2 0 2 0 F 0 R I = C 8 T 0 1 0 2 3 @ A < I > = 0 !!) t ~EX T I 
2030 FO R I =O TO 1023 
20 40 OUTP UT AS US ING ''#,W" : A<I> 
205 0 NEXT I 
2050 CO NTROL AS. 1 ! 1 024'* 2 
2070 PRINT "C " 
080 RETURN 
209 0 ! COMB I NER ROUTINE 
2100 OUTPUT 711 ·"FROIM2RPO" 
2110 ! DISP "CONT WHEN READY"@ PAUSE 
2120 ! OUTPUT 711 : "FRORPO" 
2130 GOSUB 900 
2140 OUTPUT 711 ;"IM1A\J1RP1" 
2150 GOTO 1710 
• J 
******** 2170 CLEAR 
2 I ~ :: D - ~- p " u R Hp 9 8 2 5 [IN II 
2 1 S '"I D I SP "BR ING UP PR Cl GR AH A LIT 0" 
2'"'0 (1 DISP " ON VOL UME 89826'' 
2210 DISP " THEN PRSS c: -.. 
.2220 PAUSE 
2230 PASS CONTROL 72 
2240 DISP " NOW TO USE THIS PROGRAM AGAIN '' 
2250 DISP " JUST RESET AUTO: B982E," 
2260 DISP ''THEN PRESS CONT ON '' 
2270 DISP "THIS MACHINE" 
.2280 PAUSE 
229 0 RETUR 
2300 ! ** ~*********~ARKER***** 
2310 C=O 
.2320 P=1 
233 0 OUTPU T 71 : ''HJ HPO" 
129 
2340 CLEAR @ DISP _ DISP "Use END LINE to advance marker" 
L350 ISP "and A to retrac , it" 
236 0 DISP 
_3 70 DISP "R TN t o leave" 
2380 DISP 
~3 9 0 D ISP "P to •: hange the increment. 11 
240 0 DIS 0 "~ait for a beep " 
... Li10 BEEP 50, 100 
2420 INPUT A~· 
~ 4 3 0 IF A$="RTN'' THEN 640 
2440 IF A$="P" THEN GOSUB 253( 
2450 IF A$=''A'' THEN C=-C-P ELSE C=C+P 
2460 IF C>=O AND C<=255 THEN 2480 
2470 DISP " ERRDR*WRONG HRKR LDC. *TRY AGAIN" I~ C=O @ GOTO 
2410 
2480 Q$=''HP'' 
2490 Q$=Q$&VAL$CC> 
2500 DISP Q$ 
2510 OUTPUT 711 :QS 
2520 GOTO 2410 
2530 DISP "Current inc. is" ~p 
254 C DISP "enter new inc." @ INPUT P 
2550 RETURN 
2560 ! ***FRQ AS TR**** 
2570 GCLEAR 
2580 SFLAG 2 
2590 DISP "BRING UP THE FIRST TRACE" @ GOSUB 230 
2600 REDIH B<255)@ DIM G<255> 
2510 MAT B=ZER@ MAT G=ZER 
2620 OUTPUT 711 ;"TAOSC2AM1AA1LDS" 
2630 FOR I=O TO 254@ ENTER 711 USING "~ , MZ.DDe!X" B<I> 
~- NEXT I 
..: 540 DISP "+-*-*+-...,." 
~ 550 D ISP "BR ING UP THE REFE ~· ~ : ~ c. := ;RACE '' 
2650 DISP " ****** 11 
~570 GOSUB "~'0 
~580 OUTPUT 711 • " TAOAA1 LDS" 
-l3Q 
2 5 9 0 F 0 R I = 0 T 0 2 5 4 -~ ENTER 7 1 1 US I NG '' :t • M Z . DD e , X '' G <I j 
i B<I>=B<I>-G<I> @ NEX I 
2700 L1=AMIN<B> @ L2=AMAX<B> 
2710 LOCATE 20 120.20,100 
~ 720 SCALE 0.255.Ll ,L2 
2730 FRAME 
.: 740 MOVE 0.0 
2750 FOR I=O TO 255 
2760 PLOT I. B < U 
2770 NEXT I 
~ 7 80 CF LAG 2 
: 79 0 RE TU Rt 
~ 800 Q=SPOLL<711> 
_805 DISP "RESULT OF THE SERIAL POLL =": I) 
~ 806 8£=" .. 
~ 8 0 RETURN 
:. C EA R 
' 0 D I S F, ~· ~ : ~.:; F 
20 ISP '' 
~. o D I SP '' 
40 DISP " 
: o DISP '' 
~ DI~P ~ DISP ~ D:SP 
Program TRAt S2 " 
b Y Re z a M . S he i k l-1 re z a i ·' 
for the1se~. resear ch" 
a i r 1 g h t '=· r es e r· v e d " 
131 · 
:, 5 D I SP " D I SP 
~ PAUSE 
~ DISP@ DISP" press CONT to continu.e" 
-o CLEAR 
70 DI AS[20c>6J .BS[205SJ .A< i024) .B< 1024> 
80 CLEAR 
30 LI PUT "E JTER NAME A JD ADDRESS OF THE 
c 
FIRST ~-IE '' ,_,. 
. 0 0 L I ~ p u T " ENTER NA t1 E AND ADD RE s s 0 F THE s E c 0 ND F ILE II 
. [~ . 
• I 0 D ISP E . s 
~ 20 ASSIGt ~ 1 TO W£ 
'30 ASSIG l~ 2 TO Es 
·40 IOBUFFER AS IOBUFFE B~ 
. 50 EAO# . A 
160 READ;: 2 : Bs:; 
70 ASSIG :1 TO 
80 ASSIG ;: 2 TO ~ 
9 0 D I s p II p 0 c Es s I ~ . . l~l BEE p 5 0 . 1 0 0 
200 FD I=O TD 1023 
~ 0 E TER AS USING ''.=t -1-J " : A<I> 
220 E TE ~. USING";:, '' : B<I> 
230 A<I =ABS<A I>>-ABS<B <I>> 
240 E T I 
_ 0 J =O ! RO= 00 ~ R. =9?3 
2 6 0 D ISP " AVER AG ING" t_ BEEP 5 0 . 0 0 ·~ D ISP ·~ D I SP "C 0 NS IDE 
RI G POI TS NUMBER ":RO:'' TO '': R 1 
~10 FOR I=RO TO R 
280 V1=V1+A<I> 
290 NEXT I 
300 V1=V1/<R1-RO> 
310 FOR I=O TD RO ~ A<I>=O ~ NEXT I 
320 FOR I=R1 TO 1023 A<I>=O ~NEXT I 
330 FOR I=RO TO R1 
340 A I>=A<I>-V1 
350 NEXT I 
350 CLEAR DISP "RE-W~ITING" ~BEEP 8.100 
370 FOR I=O TO 1023 
380 OUTPUT AS USING ".d,W" : A<I> 
390 NEXT I 
400 CLEAR D ISP "DONE'' .. BEEP 60, 1 00 
410 ASSIGN# 1 TO ES 
420 PRINT# 1 : AS 
430 ASSIGN# 1 TO * 
440 PRINT "YOUR NEW DATA IS AT".E$ 
450 PRINT "CK" 
LJSO CH AIN "TRANS : 0700" 
L 0 Et . 
0 CLEAR 
.?. 0 D ISP ~' D I SP '~ 
30 DISP " 
40 DI SP " 
50 DISP II 
.;o DISP 1 ' 
70 DISP ~ DI SP ~ 
PAUSE 
80 C EAE 
30 =0 
00 DIM ES ( 20J 
D I SP ~.1 e i ·; F' 
Pro gr am TR At 1S2 i 1 1 
by Re z a M . Sh e - k 11 r ~ : ';j_ l '' 
for t hei s es researc h" 
al l r l gh+s rt? ser v e d '' 
DISF' ~ DIS P " press COfH to 
11 0 DIM A~ [ 2055J , 8S [ 2056 J . A< i 024 > 18 <. 024> 
120 DISP 
13( DI SP " ·*** ** " 
40 DISP da t a di·:;k in drive 1"@ DISP 
132 
c o 11 t i n u e ' ' 1t 
15 DISP TH E RO # OF THE STA RT FI LE" ~ INPUT 
.... 
) 
50 DISP '' E ! ER I CREMENT " 91 I NP UT S2 
170 LI NPU T "THE PRFI OF THE FI LE",T2£. 
80 CLEAR 
190 T$= VALSi <S1> 
.2 00 S =S +S2 
.?. o 9i = T 2 s & T s & .. R " " : D 7 o " ,~ Es= T 2 s &. Ts & • • : o 7 o i " 
220 DISP ES .Wl$ 
.?.3 0 0 ERROR GOTO 580 
240 ASSIG # 2 TO ~ 1S )50 ASSIGN# 1 TD ES 
250 I OBUFFER A$ ~ I OBUFFER B£ 
._ 70 READ# 1 : AS 
280 RE AD.e- 2 · BS 
~ 90 ASSIGNq 1 TO * 
300 ASSIGN# 2 TO * 
3 l 0 DISP " PROCESSI NG'' ~ BEEP 50. 100 
320 FOR I=O TO 1023 
330 ENTER A$ USI NG '' # ,W" : A<I> 
340 ENTER 8$ USING "#~W'' : B<I> 
350 A I >=ABS A(I>>-ABS<B<I>> 
360 NEXT I 
370 V1 =0 @ RO= TOO @ R1=923 
38 0 DISP "AVERAGING'' @ BEEP 50, 100 @ DISP @ DI SP .. CONSI DE 
RING POINTS NUMBER ''·RO:" TO '':R1 
390 FOR I =RO TO Rl 
400 V1=V1+A<I> 
410 NEXT I 
420 V1=V1/(R1-RO> 
430 FOR I =O TO RO ~ A<I>=O @ NEXT I 
440 FDR I=R1 TO 1023 @ A<I>=O @ NEXT I 
450 FDR I=RO TO Rl 
460 A<I) =A(I)-\J 
470 NEXT I 
LI tlO CL E ;:. · ~ D ~ 3 P " RE - WR I T H i G " ~1 BE c F' :3 . Ci 0 
490 FOR I=O TO 1023 
500 OUTPUT AS USING ,.# . I " : A<I> 
S10 NEXT I 
5 2 0 c LE AR @ D Is p .• D 0 NE I I .~J BEE p f : . I : 
530 ASSIGNP 1 TO E~ 
540 °RINT# 1 : AS 
SSC ~SSIGNP 1 TO * 
560 PRINT "YOUR ND~ DATA IS A~", ES 
570 PRIN T "CK" · GOTO 190 
580 l~ = K + 1 
'-' 9(i s = ~ 
;oo IF K>2 THE EN 
- ·1 0 G 0 T [I 1 9 0 
~33 
;o ~**+* 
20 PR OGRAM MEt RY 
30 *~~ 
40 M. She1 ~ nre:a: 
so - ~*,.,. ~~*~""'"~ 
6 - CLEAr1 
70 IM AS[2056J .A< 024 > 
80 I TEGER Z1 
'30 MAT A=ZER 
100 DISP @ DISP ~ DISP ~ DISP 
110 ISP "" 
134 
2 0 D ISP '' Th i s p r o g ram rn e a.!. o 1..u >? ~. man ua 1 d at 2. en t r y • c. 
nd sa1es on tape on y 
iO DISP 
4 0 DIS P " Kee P tr ac K of o a a p C' in n ur.1 o er -=:. to cc 
rrect if needed" 
50 DISP "" 
5 0 D I SP ~ D ISP = D I SP " P r e -=· s C Ot t a c c1 n i n u e " ~.1 D AUS E 
17 C EAR 
80 DISP " umner o points? " ~ INPUT Nl 
190 RE I A< > 
_00 D SP '' Enter largest anticipated ::ia~a 1a lue" ~ -
PUT S1 
l. 0 FOR I=O TO 
220 DISP "En ter poi n t:'': 1 
'-30 I PUT A<I> 
2qO IF I= 1-2 THEI DISP '' Cine mor~ to go" 
250 E I 
._60 LI PUT "Any correc ions?",8$ 
270 IF B ="Y" THE GOSUB q30 
... 80 IOBUFFER A$ 
290 MAT A=<1/S1> A 
300 MAT A=<2 15-1> A 
310 FOR I=O TD N1- 1 
320 Z 1 =A I> 
330 OUTPUT A$ USING "#,W" : Z 
340 NEX T I 
350 LINPUT "Have a file? ".8$ 
360 LINPUT "Enter file name",C$ 
370 IF 8$="N" THEN CREATE C$. 1 • 3000 
380 ASSIGN# 1 TO C$ 
390 PRINT# 1 : AC£ 
400 ASSIGN# 1 TO * 
410 DISP "DONE" 
420 END 
430 ! SUBROUTINE CORRECTION 
4 4 0 D I SP "En t e r n wn be r of po i n t <:: -t:: o be co r rec t e .j 
,. ~ INPU I N2 
~ 50 FQ ~ J= ~ O N ~ 135 
450 DI SP "Enter data point number 
I~ INP UT I to be change d" 
4 7 0 DI S P " 0 l d .1 al ue 1 s '' . 0. < _ > 
48 0 DIC- "Enter new va. . ,. '~- INPUT 
4 90 JE - J 
500 RETUR 
0 CLE R 
20 D_SP ~ DISP ·~ D I SP ~ 1 D ISP 
3 I SF " P r o g r ar A 1 G =: : ::; ' 
, . . - . 
- ; 
40 ISP " o y e z a 1 • ·::: - - _ .. -. !"-: ~ _ 
SC; DISP " 
60 DISP " 
70 ISP ~ 
_ PAUSE 
80 C EA 1 
f o r t he i s e c::. r es ear c 1· " 
a · ' r 1gh:- ::: · -::- ·::.erved" 
D ISP € DISP ~ D ISP '' pres~. COt·i T tc1 conti nue'' 
30 0 ERROR GOTO 5 , 0 
10 0 DIM AS [2055J .A<1023 >.B <1023 > 
10 IOBUFFER AS 
20 ! GET DATA ~ · * ***~*~**~~*******~*~*+ 
130 DIS 
40 DISP " UMBER OF E SMB LS? " ·~ INPUT L 1 
150 DISP "NUMBER OF THE INITIAL FILE" @ I NPUT N1 
50 DISP 
70 DISP " HE I CRE ME T OF h'.EADINDS .. ~ INP UT Il 
180 DISP 
90 LINPUT '' PREFI X OF FILE" .Gs 
200 ! CHANGE THE MSUS I THE LAS T QUOTE TD ACCESS DTHE~'. ~ -
ASS STORAGES * *~** *~********~•***** 
210 T1$=G$&VAL$ N1>&'':D70 1" 
2'-0 DISP T S 
230 ASSIGN# 1 TO T1£ 
240 READ# 1 · AS 
250 ASSIG ~ 1 TD * 
260 FOR I=O TO 1023 
270 ENTER A$ USING "1: W" : A<I> 
280 NE T I 
290 ! ENSMBLE AVERAGE LOOP****************** * * *********** 
* * 
300 FOR J=1 TO Lt-1 
310 N1=N l +I1 
320 T1 $=GSaVAL$<N1>&'':0701 '' 
330 DISP T1$ 
340 ASSIGN# 1 TO TlS 
350 RE AD# 1 ; A$ 
360 ASSIGN# 1 TO * 
370 FOR I=O TO 1023 
38 0 ENTER A5 USING ·· ~.w ·· B<I> 
39 0 NE T I 
400 MA A=A B 
41 0 NEX1 J 
420 NA T A=(1 /Ll >*A 
136 
430 ! AVER AGE THE RE S~_il - .· ~. T. MID . 8? 4 POINTS*********:.: 
440 FOR I=O TO 00 @ A<I>=0 ~ ~E X T I 
450 ~OR 1= 924 TO 1023 €Al -, = ~~ NEXT I 
~60 ~ l=SU M <A > 
470 Q =Q1/824 
480 MAT A=(Q >-A 
j9Q FOR I =O TO 100 ~ A<I>=O ~ NE X I 
500 FDR 1=924 TO 1023 € A<I >= O ~ NEX T I 
510 FOR I=O TO 1021 
520 OUTPUT A$ USI NG ".t. W" : A<. I > 
53 0 NEXT I 
540 ASSIGN# 1 TO T1£ 
55 0 PRINT.it 1 ; A~ 
560 ASSI GN# 1 TO * 
: 7 0 E t EP 5 I 1 0 0 0 !SJ BEE p :~ .. J: -, 
580 PRI T "Y OUR A JERAGE ... S Sri\J C: D AT '';T l ~; 
590 GOTO 110 
tOO ! E ROR ALERT FOR NO lE cXlST ING FILE ·~~~*•********~~ 
: ·o BEEP 100 1000 
-.20 C EAR 
sio DISP .. NO FILE FOUND .. 
.; 0 DISP " INSERT THE DATA DISK IN DRI\JE 1 AND PRESS C:Oi (~ 
I 
:so PAUSE 
50 GOTO 34 0 
.o 
2C 
50 
.·, 40 
:,c 
:;CJ 
7r 
• I.. 
::o 
90 
'0 0 
I I 0 
1 20 
::o 
40 
1 50 
} r)Q 
\70 
190 
190 
200 
210 
220 
2'3 
2'40 
_:. J 
E,O 
~70 
~80 
.29 (l 
300 
~10 
320 
330 
340 
~50 
360 
.. 
370 
380 
190 
40 0 
410 
420 
430 
~40 
L!SO 
450 
470 
480 
~ 3') 
: (l 
' ior thesis ~ese~ r:G 
' ! a~~ ~.:.SJrit::. :-~ ·=·~·~ vo7d 
!~~~~~*~**~~~~~~~**~~**~~~*~~ 
Ct p ~ T CJ J 9 As E 1 
D 1 A ( : o L Li > • R ( ~ o L. Li > • ;i l < , o 2 n 1 • ::; < , n ? Li > 
ItTEGER Carry . Lowpo 1nt.~pp0int 
C ear ~. = ·~.: HR ::i ' 2 5 r:_:) ) ,~ C. ' s < 7 :j > 
OUTP lJ~ 2 : ClE-ar!i· : 
I MAGE 5/ , n . ~OA 
PRI T 1JS.L G 150: 11 *"11t ...;~..-.~...;~.:.:1:***-"t-*...,*+.:..;.-..~:.;*.;.: .. .. ~~,_, -· 
PRI I USING " 15 I 1A'':"TRAMS .9825'' 
. .137 
PR... ·_1 s..,.. G ·· ,o x. 30A '': ··~;.;****:ef-..,.*~*·~~.,...**-4'**~~~**~-...,----
PR:t -
.. I Sr' " ~ JT ~;:;;: 1·JU MSE~ !J F DAT r1 :-·O H.JT S" : 
If'D iJT I 
=\os; 'o.~=} 
A u. o c c1 r r ~ a ; -
Rbs: ~sf lag=i 
"E .EEr:\" GOTD Da.taE-ntry 
"RIGS! ~.n 1 G 0 T [I R _1 ::. 
''riTOCC. " GCiTO Au~oset 
" TS A \J E · ' G 0 T [I Sa ' € 
" SE DA " COTD Ca l ::.et 
Dataent ry: !DATA ENTRY***~•**~***~~****+-+~********·~ · ~ 
LI PUT "Entering data ~rem File <F> or Analy~.er 
IF ControlS="A'' THEf" 
CALL Rernote<A<*>> 
GOTO Check 
ELSE 
L INPUT '·En t e r f i l e name" . Re ad f l , e Ir 
ASSIGN @Path 1 TD Re adf de$6": INTERNAL" 
~ J :~ R ~Path T:A<*> 
ASSinN @Pat~ 1 TO * 
=-'' [l TF -
L.... t ~ • .L 
Chee " 1 : ! r1g1d body s.1rnulation ca.11 
IF Rbsflag=1 THEN CALL Rbss < A<*> . N . C!e ars~ 
' . . 
_ I t1 LL ~ (1 .. .i. a 1~ = 
Ro~ · as=G 
UP I.·~-
:, : r) 
':,.2 0 
530 
~ 
* 
40 
:, :, (I ) -,o 
~J 7 [, 
:: .. 3 0 
:30 
- ] 0 -
-
= 1 0 ~ 20 
=· 30 
: 40 
r: 50 
. ~ . 
m . c.-;-1: _ a ~= . 
GC1T C SF ..:. r: 
Au tose t: ! C O RR E ~ ATO R SET 
**** , 
Aut of l ag= l 
GCITC Dat aentr~ 
utcset 1 : !auto Lo rrela: 0n c a ll 
Au.t o f i a g = 0 
BEEP 
BEED 
D I s p I 'E T ER L A(, !._ - ~ I T " : 
INP U 
BEEr 0 . 00 
CALL Auto <A<*> .t . L . R\ *) > 
m' cntflag= 
CAL' Out <R<* >.t 1 . Rmtcntfl a g ) 
~ ~O BEEP 
~ 7 (1 B ~EP 
: 30 B E ~-, 
~ 9 ( I G [I T [I s t:> l f t 
-oo Save :! le reco rd s a ve c a :l 
7 1 0 D I S '' E TE R : < 1 > = > R a1 1 : < 0 > = > T r e c. e i.:l , d 2. t a. E. ave' ' : 
-20 I PU awf ag 
- 3 0 L IN p u T .. s A\) E ? ( y Ir I ) I I • c C• t r 0 l !i· 
40 I F Co ntro1'5= " Y" T EtJ 
75 0 LINPUT '' Ha ve a f i le < IN>':' '' . Con tr ol s:. 
-;SO LI P J " SA VE FILE AME? ''. Sav es 
- 7 0 Save£= S2. 1 eS 1~ '' : I TE RI AL " 
- 30 IF Co nt r ol s ·. ··" Tr-I E CREATE !:iDA . Sa.veS . N*8 / 25t, 
90 ASSIG ~ F 1le 1 TC S2ve£ ;oo I F awf l ag T-EN 
E10 OUTP UT File 1 · A <~> 
320 ELSE 
- 30 OUTPUT fQiFde I : R < ~ > 
~ · 4 0 END IF 
( 50 ASS IGN ~File TO ~ 
85 ELSE 
?70 E D IF 
f, 8Q GOTO Spin 
?90 Ca llset : ! send d a t a t~ anal yzer 
138 
?00 OISP ''( 1 >=>RA W< i nc l uding the one 1ust obt a ined from a 
A VIE~ I N G ": 
_ 10 INPU T Go t lag 
920 Rrntcnt f lag=1 
330 IF Gof l ag THEN 
940 PRIN T "hhhh h" 
350 CALL Out<A<•>.N. Rrntcntf l ag> 
96 0 ELSE 
370 CALL O ut <R<~>.N,Rrntcntf ~ ag) 
98 0 Et '[ r::-
1390 
·. l' ) '· 
' ·1 : 1) 
1 ri2u INPUT L 
l j Q 
I 4 (• DISP ''BRING UP FIRST TRACE THEH CONTINU E .. PAUSE 
. ·, 5r CA ~ Re I C' e { r ( - J ) 
·r5 c CLEA P 7 
· 170 JCA L 7 
· o 8 o - s P · • s E ~: o rn . q Ac E THE . c, _ . T ~ N Li E " 
. 09U PA1 'SE 
.. 00 CAL ' Rem ci te< } <~ > 
. 10 CA Croc.::<A<~).RC-..>.t . L .Ri<~>.S<i>-)) 
2fJ FR IJ Rl <*> 
· 13~ Rmt cntr aq= 
~ 0 C L iJ 1.1 t R 1 < > • i . Rm-;: c .. , . i ~ a.g ) 
5 (• p R I us If r; " 1 6 A II : '' TH E i E: FIR s T LAG I. 
· ~ =' C PR I " r Dl,F " 
'1 7 C. PAUSE 
.. 80 Rm -n f ag= 
9( 
:200 
,.., , c 
' '\ ... O El n 
Out<S<~> . N.Rmtc tf l ag> 
_S ~ ~ l G " 1 bA'':'' IS I S SE~ONG ~AG'' 
S-. r, 
''">40 SB eno e< A< ) ) 
·,=. so RE~l OTE 7 11 
' '"'60 OUTPU 71 ;" ; 
. 270 DUTPU 7 1 U'.; : , G " 4A": '\ ... FM. 700'J O. i 024 '' 
80 OUTP UT 7 1 : " H_ , '' 
· 290 FOR I= TO c1,~ 4 
300 E TER 711 US NG "1:.~":Carry 
,3 0 A I =Car!"y 
J 20 NE T I 
330 SUBEN 
' 340 SUB Auto A< -,.N.L.R< >) 
35 0 PRI T .... 
360 PRINT ''AUTO CORRE~ATOR PGH ACT I~JATED " 
370 PRI T 
380 Aver=O 
390 IF N-L>O THE I 1420 
400 PRINT ''ERROR L>N' ' 
1410 RETUR 
420 FOR I=1 TO 
1430 Aver=Aver+A<I> 
1440 NEXT I 
1450 Fn=N 
1460 Aver=Aver/N 
1470 FOR J=1 TO L 
1480 N1=N-J+1 
49 C Gan= 
500 ~ O R _= ~ O ~ 
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• ~· I l 
' - - (1 
' -'~ I 
'1 530 
1540 
55(1 
, 5 c 
~57C 
:sso 
59( 
50 0 
·, b 1 0 
'620 
~ 530 
'540 
·550 
· E,r;Q 
' f,70 
'E>bO 
·590 
00 
. 71 0 
I ._Q 
= r=:+ :-'1 
~~m =~am~ ( A < ~ > -A ve r >~ <A < ~1 > -H ver> 
NEXT I 
F J= J 
I= < J > = G ar. ' =- · -
:JE T J . ~ 
PRI 'T "DO : · 
BEEP 
SUBE [ 
! • • *~* * * • • * •* • · ~ * ** ** p iot +~'********~****** 
S U B P l o t < R c-~q . t' > 
GRAPHICS ON 
Git IT 
Temp=O 
FD I= 1 TD t 
IF ABS < R I > »Te 1P Hf: I emo= R <I > 
E T I 
WI 001.-J .N. -Temp . iemo 
FDR I= 1 TD 
PLOT < > , 
E I 
SUBE D 
'7 30 ~~ · ~ ·~ ~ ' ~ · ~ ~ ou!Du: ~***•***** 
74 (1 0 u t < R • R rri t c r - a g ) 
'750 Sc ac or = 
., 75C CL LA 7 
; 7 7 0 I] L· T u T 7 . : I' R p " 
·1so wr,= 
'790 0 TPU 7 ·" RPOFRi " 
800 OUTPUT 7 USI - '' 14('" ~ "W TM 70 0'-lC . 1024" 
I B 0 FOR I= I 0 
820 Carry=R I >*Scf ac tor 
830 OUTPUT 711 USING " ;t .'~": Carry 
840 E T I 
850 OUTPUT 7 : '' RU N .. 
186 IF Rmtcntf l a g THE ~ 
87 0 DIM B [ 0 J 
1880 LINPU T " ENTER CO NTROL CO DE'' BS 
1890 I F BS= "RTN'' THEN 205 0 
1900 IF BS= '' GO " THEN 
91 0 PRI NT "CURRENT SCALE FAC TOR IS'': Scf acto r 
920 LINPU T "NEW SCALE?<Y / >".Scffi 
930 IF ScS=''Y" THEN 
194 0 DISP "ENTER:NEW SCALE FACTOR": 
1950 INP UT Scfactor 
196 0 ELSE 
97 0 END IF 
1980 GOTO 1760 
1990 ELSE 
2000 END IF 
20 0 OUTP T 7 1 1 :BS 
2020 GOTO 1B8C 
i40 
~ Ci 30 
?040 
_050 
2060 
• J 207( 
208 ( 
209 .. 
_,QG 
211 (I 
) 20 
·-
21 3(1 
) 40 
-2150 
) 60 
217 
) 80 
2 90 
.::.200 
2'"1 l.. 0 
~220 
2230 
2240 
2 50 
.?250 
2270 
2 80 
_290 
2300 
23 0 
232 
2330 
23 4 
2350 
235 
2370 
238 0 
2390 
2400 
2410 
~ 4c::.O 
2430 
2440 
2450 
2450 
2LOO 
2480 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
._:140 
ELSF:: 
END IF 
SU BEND 
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! ********~~RIGID BODY SIMULATION •********~**~~•* 
SUB RbsE.<A<*> ,t . C lear~. ) 
::i RI T A< ) 
PRH T 
.J UTPUT 2 : C 1 ear~.: 
PR ItH "RIG ID Bor :=~ ~ HULA T IDt PROGRA~; '' 
PR I T "E TE R : I i 1 - - i r T 1 me . I 2 I for Freq u.e n c y a'/ e ! ~ ·::i 
PRit "or 13 1 L : :-- single Segment oper2tion": 
I PUT Flag1 
OUTPUT 2 :Clears: 
IF c:- 1 ag = HE J 
HsgS="TIHE" 
D I SP " E TE R : o ;-, - S e (~ me n t s f 1~1 r " : Ms g 5 : " ave r age 11 : 
INP JT Segrn 
Sgmno= 
GOT O 242 0 
ELSE 
END I 
IF F ag1=2 TE 
Ldsno=~ 
Ldsno=S '/Ldsn o 
ALLD ATE Omega _dsno > .Hvgomega<Lasno> 
Hsg$=" f requen _ " 
GO 0 2 80 
ELSE 
E D IF 
IF F laq i =3 THE . 
DISP "E ER:;, 0 7- s egments needed"; 
INPU Segm 
D ISP " E TE R : Se gr.• e t n um be r to be " l e ti.1 t::- d ·' : 
INPU T Sgmno 
ELSE 
OUT PUT 2 :Clear5: 
DISP "ERRO I SELECTIOt'": 
GOTO 2 20 
END IF 
DISP "E TER: < 1 >->RCTIVA-E AUTIJCORRELAi ION C:O )=} '.«::: 
INPUT Autocorrf ' ag 
Dataprsgm=N/Segm 
ALLOCATE Aux< Da tap rs gm> . ALLX ii< Da tap r-=:.gm > .F< UJ> 
Lowpo1nt=<Dataprsgm*(Sgmno-1))+1 
J=O 
Uppo1nt=<Lowpo1nt+Dataprsgm)-1 
OUTPUT 2:ClearS: 
FOR I=Lowpoint TO Uppo1nt 
J=J+1 
IF Flag =1 THEN 
Aux< .J >=Au>. < J >+A ( ~ > 
PRI T UST.JG ''x:,A'':" _,. ·· 
:i:,5 0 
1:,50 
2570 
2580 
2:,90 
250 ( 
~ 5 1C 
2620 
2630 
254 0 
_550 
·
1 s5 c 
~ 6 70 
2580 
259 0 
.? 70 0 
-=- 71 0 
~ 7 2 0 
L.. 730 
~ 74 0 
275 0 
2760 
2770 
._780 
279 0 
~ 800 
... 810 
_82 0 
2830 
.= 840 
~850 
._860 
87 
2880 
'1890 
1 900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
... 950 
'"'950 
1 970 
2980 
.... 990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
30J0 
30~ ~. 
·: oso 
E L~:. 
Aux< ,J > =fH I> 
END IF 
NEXT I 
I ~ Flag1=3 HE 2680 
::. 9 1 no= S gm no+ 1 
=F Flag1=2 THEN ~ ~ -
IF Sgmno>Segm THEr . . : :< 
PRINT "sgrnno segrn".Sgmno, Se gm 
GCITO 2450 
FOR I=! TO Dataprsgm 
Aux (I> =Aux< I> /Seg ' 
NEXT I 
IF Autocorr-lag THEN 
Y am= Da tap r sgr-r-1 
CALL Au.t o < Aux < * ) , D at ap rs gr. • Y k am , Aux l i ( * ) > 
ELSE 
FOR I= TO Datao rs g ~­
Aux 1 i I>=Aux I ) 
NEXT I 
E IF 
2=C -Data.prsgm)*.S 
3=(f +Dataprsgrn>*.: 
J=O 
FOR I=O TD t' 
R<I>=O 
NE T I 
FOR I= 2 TD N3-
J=J+ 1 
R < I > = A ux i i < J > 
NEXT 
!DEALLO CATE Aux<*> .Auxi1(•) 
IF Flaq1=2 THE 1 
Rmtcn f lag=O 
CALL Out<R<*>. ,Rmtcntf l ag> 
CALL Getomega<Ornega<*) .Ldsno> 
FOR I=1 TO Ldsno 
PRINT USING "#,A":" " 
Avgomega(I)=Avgomega<I)+Omega<I> 
NEXT I 
IF Sgmno>Segm THEN 2970 
GOTO 2450 
FOR I= 18 Ldsno 
Avgomega<I>=Avgomega<I>/Segm 
NEXT I 
N4=<N-Ldsno>*.5 
NS =<N+ Ldano)* .5 
FOR I=O TO N 
R<I>=O 
JEX ! I 
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')r,~.c 
30 70 
308(1 
··.: ::!0 90 
3100 
3. 1 0 
3120 
3130 
~l 140 
-, 50 ) 
~: 150 
- 70 
-
~1 180 
' 90 
~: 2 0 (J 
: 2. 0 
: -. =· 0 
~ : :;o 
'LlO 
-
. ,_ ' l 
: 28 (, 
3,_ 9 (I 
::300 
- 'I 
. .J 0 
~·320 
:: 330 
,:.340 
~ 350 
:'360 
_:,3 70 
3380 
-390 
340 0 
3410 
::· ~20 
3430 
344 0 
3'4 :: 
311 ;0 
J.t. 7 l 
34 ~J 
:: 490 
35 00 ) 510 
352 0 
3530 
354 
3550 
3560 
J=C 
FOR I =NL! TIJ NS j=J+1 
R<I)=Avgomega< J > 
NEX T I 
Rntc n tf lag=l 
CH L Plot<R<*>,N > 
CALL Out(R<*),,J.Rm -:: _·nt ~ ag> 
ELSE 
Rmtcntf lag=1 
CALL 0 u t ( R < * > , t Rm t 1: n t f l ag > 
IF Fl ag 1=1 THEN 32 C 
LINPUT "Need to see another segment'' .Co$ 
IF Co'.3= ' 'Y'' THE 2350 
END IF 
SUBEND 
SUB Getomega<Ornega<~>._dsno) 
OUTPUT 71 1 ! '' TAOLDS" 
coR _= 0 Ldsno 
Et TER 711 USit G "t: MZ. DDE. X": Omega<I) 
PIT Omega<I> . I 
, E I I 
IJL: DIJ 7 : "RUN " 
SUBE 
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•¥ * • •* ********cross co r relat10n** ***~***~¥~~, 
SU Cros<A<*> .-1 <*> ... Rl<*> .S<~> > 
Fn= 
Avera=O 
Averr=O 
IF < -L><=O THEN ET URN 
FOR 1=1 TO 
Avera=Avera+A<I> 
Averr=Averr+R<I> . 
NEXT I 
Avera=A 1era/Fr1 
Averr=Averr/Fn 
FOR .J =1 TO L 
Nj=N-...1+1 
Sumr=O 
Sums =O 
FDR I=l TO Nj 
lj=I+J-1 
Swnr=Sumr+<A(l)-Avera>*<R<I1>-Averr) 
Swns=Sums+(A(lj)-Avera>*<R<I>-Averr) 
NEXT I 
Fn1 =Nj 
R l LJ> =Sum r IF n j 
S<J>=Sums/FnJ 
NEXT J 
SUB END 
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